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ÀBSTRACT

In February 1984 the Southern Indian Lake Commercial
Fishermans ¡ssòciation (Sff,Cfe) received a $2.525 million
settlement from Manitoba Hlzdro as ful1 and final
compensation for damages arising from the impoundment of
Southern Indian Lake in 1976. The capital fund created from
the settlement and interest revenues received thereon have
been used to compensate Southern Indian Lake fishermen for
the increased costs of fishing outlying lakes as well as to
subsidize revenue lost due to the impairment of the Southern
rndian Lake fishery resource.

The conditions and amounts of the subsidy have been
established by the SILCFÀ through an ad hoc approach. Such
an approach has failed to incorporate benefits which ma'y be
gained through a longer term PIan.

The balance of the capital fund at June 1, 1986 was
approxímately $1.72 miIlion. Àn analysis was undertai<en
a-pÞf ying a range of interest rate, annual production and
subsiay rate values to the capital fund. All- combinatiorls of
values selected resulted in depleting annual balances. The
mean number of years required to completely exhaust the fund
h'as approximately eight years.

The subsidy rates applied to the Southern Indian Lake
(8.+aq/ug.) and outlying lakes ($.836/kg.) allor¡eo for
aggregate long run economic viability based on 1985 costs
anã revenues. The sample of Southern I ndian Lake
enterprises, however, ltas characè-erized by a high proportion
of ènterprises achieving relatively low leveIs of
production. only tweive (12) of twenty-eight (?8) sampled
enterprises achieved long run economic viability. These
enterþrises v¡ere generally founC in the higher production
intervals. On1lz f ive enterpr i ses would have achieved
viability in che absence of the SILCFÀ subsidy.The
relatively large subsidy rate applied to outlying l.kg
productioñ allowed for twãnty-nine (29) of thirty-four (34)
lakes to achieve long run viability. Without the inclusion
of the SILCFA subsidy only two lakes would have achieved
this status

In May, 1986 the SILCFA membership voted to adopt !!9
terms and conditions of a new subsidy program. The 1986
program establishes, for the first time, that total
éxpenditures cn subsidy be predetermined and Iimited to the
e*þected annual interest revenues received on the capitai
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fund. Southern Indian Lake production wiIl receive a rate of
g.38/kg. to a maximum of 181 ,416 kgs. whi.le outlying lakes
produc[ion will receive an average of 5.53/kg. to a maximum
of 1 13 ,379 kgs.

The research considered the rami f icat ions of the 1 986
program by examining the impact the program would have had
on the sampled enterprises and outlying lakes production of
1985. The Southern Indian Lake sampLe v¡as found to be, on
aggregate, unviable. The 1 986 program's conditions had
l-esser impact on the viability of individual enterprises as
ten (10) of the Ewelve (12) enterprises found to be viable
during 1 985 remained so. These enterprises were again
generally concentrated in the higher production interval-s.
The outlying lakes f ishery was also found to be, on
aggregate, unviable. Seven of the twenty-nine (29) lakes
found to be viable during 1985 retained this status under
the conditions of the 1 986 program.

Lastly the research considered two al-ternatives to past
subsidy programs. The first approach examined the impacts of
a "viability alternative". Under such a program subsidy
would be extended only to those enterprises achieving a
minimum production requirement and to outlying lake
production exhibiting viable operating margins. The second
alternative promoted an " income distribution" objective by
extending subsidy to enterpr i ses and outlying Iake
production otherwise unviable.
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Chapter I

BÀCKGROUND ÀND PROBLEM STATEMENT

'1 .1 I NTRODUCTI ON

In the summer of 1976, ês

Diversion and NeIson River

Manitoba Hydro flooded Southern

had socio-economic and envi

community of South Indian Lake

base. The fishery resource, in

reduction in the quality of

increase in the effort required

of fish (eodaly et âI, 1980).

part of the Churchill River

Hydroelectric Development,

I ndian Lake. The irnpoundment

ronmental impacts on the

and its traditional resource

part icular , vlas af f ected by a

the fish caught and by an

to to catch a given quantity

Economic returns to the fishermen decreased in the years

following the impoundment. Wagner ( 1 981 ) demonstrated a

reduction in the total catch by weight of over 13% for the

per iod 197 6 to 1 980 . Thi s loss was, unt i 1 recently ,

rnitigated by Manitoba Hydro through the Commercial

Fishermant s Àssistance Program.

in February, 1984, the Commercial Fisherman's Assistance

Program ended as the Southern Indian Lake Commercial

Fisherman's Association (srr,CFe) aþreed to a ç2.525 mitlion

settlement as "fuI1, final and complete compensation for all
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past present and future loss of and damage to the Southern

Indian Lake fishery alleged to have been caused by or

resulting frorn the diversion and impoundment." In return the

fishermen, individually and as an association, agreed to

release Manitoba Hydro from any future action, regardless of

future changes in water and fishery quality, so long as

Hydro did not intentionally vary the current water leve1 by

more than three feet (.923 m) in either direction (Northern

Flood Àgreement, CIaim 42, Final Order, 1984).

The final order awarding damages to the the SILCFA

outiined thl ongoing fisheries management role of the

provincial government as a party to the Northern Flood

Àgreement.

... Ittre] Province of Manitoba Iwi11 continue] ln
i ts managernent of the Southern I ndian Lake
commercial fishery and in its monitoring of the
development of the Southern Indian Lake fishery
with a view to protecting the interests of
commercial fishermen upon Southern Indian Lake.
(Northern Flood Àgreement, Ctaim 42)

Under Àrticle 19.4 of the

Province of Manitoba has a con

fisheries programs i.n flood

enhance the resource and all
(Harvey, 1983).

Northern Flood Agreement the

tinuing obligation to develop

af fected areas which wi I1

dimensions of resource use

A necessary first step for the province in meeting these

obligations is the development of a long term management

plan which incorporates the economic, social and cultural

2-



needs of the

be the use

compensat i on

fishermen. An intrigal
and administration

settlement.

part of such a plan will

of the ç2.525 mi11 ion

1.2 SOUTHERN INDIÀN LÀKE COMMERCIÀL FISHERY

The Southern Indian Lake Commercial Fisherman's

Àssociation is a duly incorporated organization under the

l-aws of the Province of Manitoba. Its objective is the

advancement of the interests of the commercial fishermen. At

present there are 122 members. In addition approximately 30

hired non-member fishermen are active within the fishery.
The association recommends to the Provincial- Government's

Department of Naturaf Resources Fisheries Branch the

allocation of commercial fishing licences for Southern

Indian Lake and an additional nurnber of outlying lakes

(rigure 1 )

Commercial fishing is the single most important economic

activity in the community of South Indian Lake (Department

of Northern Affairs, 1983). In 1985 the total quota for the

summer fishery vras 419,600 kg.(rable 1). During the 1985

summer season 59% (247,814 kg) of the quota was harvested.

Since 1980 57% ot the combined Southern Indian and outlying

lakes production occurred on Southern Indian Lake while the

outlying lakes received less constant effort. This was due,

in part, .to the higher costs associated with moving men and

equipment into and fish out of the outlying lakes. Recent

3-
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TÀBLE 1

Southern Indian and outlying Iakes production: 1980 - 1985

Southern Indian Lake Outlying Lakes

1980 363,592 250 ,562

1 98'1 342 ,62'l 122 ,97 9

1 982 157 ,212 196,659

1983 181,144 151 ,7 17

1 984 253,798 1 62 ,407

1985 247,814 258 ,995

subsidization of outlying lakes, beginning in 1 983 and

increased in 1985, however, has Ied to a relative increase

in f ishing ef f ort and in '1985 258,995 kgs. were produced

from thirty-four (34) outlying lakes (risheries Branch

records).

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The intent of the compensation, as negotiated under Claim

42 of the Northern Flood Agreement is "to augment and to

maintain the fishery, and the income of the monies will be

used to subsidize the ongoing fishery" (MacIver D.N., quoted

5-



frcm the Northern Flood Àgreement, CIaim Number 42 Final

Order hear ing, 1 984 ) . I t v¡as f urther impl ied that the

objectives of the SILCFÀ, in terms of the allocation of the

funds, would be both to compensate members for increased

costs associated with fishing the outlying lakes and, ãs

well, to subsidize revenue lost due to the impairment of the

Southern Indian Lake fishery resource (Northern Flood

Agreement, Clairn 42, F j.nal Order Hearing , 1984) .

The conditions and amounts of the subsidy programs are

established by the SILCFÀ through an ad hoc approach

(n.cook, pêrs.comm). white such an approach may satisfy
short term criteria it does not incorporate the possible

benefits which may be gained through a long term plan. Nor

does such an approach ensure the optimal use and condition

of the resource or the capital fund by present or future

generat ions.

The SILCFA requires a "best use" strategy for the

allocation of funds received under the Manitoba Hydro

settl-ement. Àn evaluation of the various aspects of the

f i shery wi.11 provide an in i t iaI f i rst step towards the

development of a decision making framework for the future

use of compensation funds.

Note: The SILCFÀ have, to daÈe, aflocated the compensation
f unds amongst its membership ona volumetric
basis.Throughout this report Lhis allocation is refered to
as a subsidv. This usage is consistent with the definition
of a subsidy as "a direct pecuniary aid" and should not be
confused with a government program or policy intended to
achieve social objectives.

6-



1.4 RESEÀRCH OBJECTIVES

In order to develop a strategy for the allocation of

subsidy funds the research addresses four spec i f ic

objectives. They arei

to project possible future states of the SILCFA

capital fund based on past, prêsent and like1y future

interest rates, subsidization rates and the amount of

production on which subsidy is paid

an economic evaluation of the primary harvesting

sector of Southern Indian Lake

an indexation of outlying lakes based on economic

viabi 1i ty
4, and a presentation of alternative strategies, based

on the findings of the first four objectives, to the

SILCFA.

1.5 OUTLINE OF STUDY

The initial phase of the study is a review of the

literature related to fisheries management. The review

includes discussion on the objectives and strategies of

fisheries management as well as an examination of the common

property nature of the resource.

The second phase of the research is a projection of

possible future states of the SILCFA capital fund. The

research considers the variables of interest rates, subsidy

1.

2.
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rates and the amount of production

in order to determine their impact

on which subsidy is paid

on the fund.

The third stage of the research is an economic evaluation

of the primary harvesting sector of the Southern Indian Lake

fishery. This evafuation is carried out through the use of

a capital budgeting model.

Fourthly, the outlying lakes currently fished by members

of the SILCFÀ are indexed according to their economic

viability. The index is based on the revenue generated by

various product mixes (i.e. whitefish, waIleye, pike, etc.)

and the higher costs associated with transporting the fish

to delivery ooints.

The final stage of the study is an integration and

assessment of the results of the research. The options for

alternative strategies for the use of subsidy funds are

based on the state of the current program, the results of

the economic evaluation of the Southern Indian Lake fishery

and the indexation of outlying Iakes, and possible

objectives of the SILCFÀ.

8-



21 I NTRODUCTT ON

Commerc ial

component s ;

Chapter T I

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

fisheries management consists of two

the development of objectives and the

impJ-ementation of strategies designed to achieve them. Since

its modern inception in the 1930's fisheries management has

continually evolved in terms of both strategies and

objectives. This evolution has been driven by biological,
social and economic forces acting within and upon the the

fisheries, as well as an increased understanding and

sophistication in dealing with the resource. The following

review wilI trace the development of fisheries resource

management.

2.2 OBJECTIVES OF COMMERCIAL FISHERTES MANÀGEMENT

The primary objective of the Province of Manitoba's

Fisheries Branch is to implement and maintain a management

regime "that wiIl result in the greatest long term benefit

to Manitobans and ensure survival or improvement of fish

stocks" (Fisheries Branch, 1981 ). Such an ideal is
complicated by the fact that objectives of various interest

9



and user groups often conflict ( i.e. short term profit

maximization and fish stock conservation).

In response to increasingly complex problems, managers

have developed, over time, objectives that have attempted to

reflect and deal with these concerns. The early fisheries
management objectives dealt with over-f ishing and the

associated depletion of fish stocks and as such it \,¡as

almost exclusively biological in scope. Later objectives

introduced economic and social considerations.

2.2.1 Maximum Sustained YieId

Maximum Sustained (or Sustainable) yield (uSy) is the

maximum yield of a distinct fish stock that can be obtained

over an indefinite period of Lime. A fish stock is defined

as a resource management unit and is, ideally, an

interbreeding group (Royce, 1975). If actual yield is less

than the maximum the food value of the resource can be

increased by increasing fishing effort and hence yieId.

Catches in excess of the MSY impair biological recruitment

to the stock and result in dimini shing future yields
(Ricker, 1958).

The MSY theory rests on a compensatory mechanism inherent

in fish stocks. The mechanism operates on the fact that

environmental conditions and biotic capacity exert a much

greater influence on recruitment to the stock (the survival

10



rate of egg and larvae stages) than does the actual number

of spawning f ish (Troadec , 1 983 ) . Às such a biological
surprus is available for harvest and the continual annuaL

capture of this group would not theoretically endanger the

reproductive capacity of the stock (Roedel, 1975).

Sustainable yields for existing commercial fisheries can

be determined through the analysis of historic fishing
effort and yield data. Fishing effort is a composite index

of all factors employed in realizing a catch but is usually
expressed in standard values such as the amount of net set

over a specified time period. Yield is the summation of the

catches of the individual enterprises exploiting the same

stock over the same time period (Panayotou, 1982).

Yield curves assume sigmoid (Graham, 1948), parabol-ic

(Schaefer, 1954) or eumetric shapes (Beverton and Holt,
1957). Generally speaking these curves all belong to the

"beIl-shaped family" and for purposes of illustration and

discussion the simplest of these, the parabolic, is selected

for representation (figure 2) At lower effort levels
aggregate catch is also Iow but increases with effort.
Beyond the inflection point of the sustainable yield curve

the increase in yield is not proportionate to the increase

in fishing effort ( i.e. the marginal unit increase in effort
does not return a corresponding unit increase in yield). Àt

a certain point (point ¡,t) a further increase in total effort
will result in no further increase in yie1d. This is the

11
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point of MSY.

wi l1 result in

(Royce, 1973).

whi

potent

Fishing ef f orts expended beyond *-hi s point

continually diminishing aggregate catches

The MSY concept came under criticism during the 1970's

(Wallace 1 975). These criticisrns can be grouped into two

categories; firstly the biological shortcomings of the model

and, secondly, the economic considerations that the model

fails to incorporate.

Biologically the MSY model does not accurately reflect

the natural complexities found in actual fisheries. Large

and unpredictable population variations, especiaJ-1y amongst

multispecies fisheries stocks, render the term "SuStainable"

somewhat Iess meaningful (Grima and À11ison, 1983). Àdasiak

(1979) also noted that the model was based on a "romance of

continuity" between efforL and yield relationships whereas

in fact there exists a discontinuity in this relationship

that can lead to the collapse of some fish Stocks should

effort expand beyond a certain point.

Fisheries economists objected to the MSY concept on other

grounds. Clark (1976) and Panayotou (1983) consider the

concept as incomplete in that it ignores the value of the

catch and the the costs of fishing and, therefore, is

unsuitable for prescriptive management applications.

1e

iaI

MSY provides a "valuable rough index of production

and is acceptable as a f irst rough cut at

13



management policy" (Larkin 1977 ) it has largely been

eclipsed as a singular management objective because of the

realization that modern fi.sheries management requires a

greater degree of sophistication in dealing v¡ith the

biological dynamics of fisheries and, as weli, a greater

cognizance of the social and economic aspects of the fishery

resource.

2.2.2 Maximum Economic Yield

Given informat ion regarding the economic costs of

achieving various level-s of harvest and assuming that the

market mechanism, through the relative prices of inputs and

outputs reflect social values accuratel-y, it is possible to

manage a fishery so as to achieve a maximum economic yield
(Mev) (crutchfierd, 1975) .

MEY (rigure 2) occurs at the point where the marginal

revenue curve intersects the marginal cost Iine (rigure 3,

Panel B). Marginal costs are assumed to be constant over

aII levels of effort. if marginal revenue is greater than

marginal cost an increase in effort would increase total

revenues more than total costs (rigure 3, Panel À) .

Conversely effort applied at levels greater than MEY

increase costs more so than revenues.

MEY occurs at the level of harvest which maximizes

resource rents - the difference between total costs and

- 14
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total revenues (figure 3, Panel C). Resource rent is the

surplus generated by the resource after all costs of

production are met. In that MEY occurs at a Point to the

left of MSy (i.e. at a level of less fishing effort) it

would be exclusively appropriate aS a management objective

void of social and potitical considerations in that as well

as maximizing net economic benefits it also reduces the risk

of the negative ecological impacts associated with

overfishing. The leve1 of effort required to achieve a MEY

has been estimated to be approximately one-half that of open

access (Cunningham and Whitemarsh, i9B1).

2.2.3 Opt imum Sustained Yield

Às support for the MSY concept as a fisheries management

objective waned during the '1 970's the concept of an Optimum

Sustained Yie1d (OSy) was Put f orward. I t attempted to rneld

economic, social and political values with biological

objectives so as to produce a maximum benefit to society

(Roedel, 1 975) .

In that economic, social and political value differ

amongst individuals, aS well aS over time, the manifestation

of these values in fishery resource policy objectives is

likely to differ, through interpretation (Larkin, 1977), and

over time and jurisdiction (Royce, 1975). As such, oPtimum

yields are likeIy to vary according to alternative and often

inexorable sub-objectives within the fishery. Grima and

AIIison ( 1 983) identify five (5) such objectives. They are:

16



'1.

¿.

A,

L the maintenance

fe styles.

1n that the simul-taneous maximization of more than one

objective is impossible (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947)

the development of a single optimum yield objective is also

impossible (Larkin, 1977). While oSY is, therefore, âD

abstraction and of limited value in policy formulation it

has served to acknowledge the human aspect of the fishery

resource. By acknowledging that fishery resources are

managed for the greater benefit of society, the social costs

and benefits of fishery uses, of which economics is an

important subset, must be determined in order that the

resource be effectively managed.

By assuming that the amount of effort applied to a

fishery is related to the number of fishermen, two polar,

and highly, generalized management objectives emerge.

Firstly a "distributionaf objective" in which the employment

and income benefits of the resource are divided amongst the

greatest number of fishermen y¡hiIe, ât the same time, the

biological viability of the fishery is maintained. This

would imply an effort at or near MSY. A second, alternative,

objective is that of "economic efficiency". This would

prof it maximization

resource conservation

nutritional value

recreational value and

soc ietal structure i . e.

communities and traditional Ii
of
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result in a lower effort ( i.e. less fishermen) than the

distributional objective and would maximize instead the rent

available in the resource. Gislason et al (1982) found that

stated Manitoba government policy and objectives, deduced

from ongoing initiatives, emphasized the distributional
objectives more so than the efficiency objectives.

2.3 THE COMMONS: FEATURES ÀND REGULATTONS

The previous sections has examined the objectives of

f i sher ies management . These object ives have evofved and

developed over time in response to internaÌ and external

forces acting within and upon the fishery. 9lhiIe management

sophistj.cation and technologies have made considerable

advances, the fishery resourcef in many parts of the world,

continues to be characterized by depleting stocks and poor

economic returns. This situation is attributable, in part,

to the common property nature of the resource (Gordon,

19s3).

The following section will, firstly, examine the

impl icat ions of the common property inst i tut ion on

commercial fisheries from the point of view of a

hypothetical, unregulated, fishery. Secondly a review of

some of the attempts at correcting the biological and

economic problems that occur as a result of the common

property nature of the resource is undertaken.
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2.3.1 The T_çgg-ed:¿ of the Commons

À common property resource is one in which no single user

has private rights to its use or to prevent others from

using it. This definition applies to most of the Canadian

f i sher ies ( í . e . except those for which indi vidual quotas

have been established) in that the unharvested portion of.

the stock is available for capture by all participants in

the f ishery.

Hardin (1969) illustrated the "tragedy of the commons"

using the example of independent herdsmen operating within a

common pasture. Each herdsman, seeking to maximize personal

economic gain, will realize a unit of positive utility from

the addition of one more animai tc his herd. A

corresponding unit of negative utility resulting from the

added congestion, depleted browse, etc. is shared amongst

all other herdsmen. Each and every actor in the tragedy

continues to add to the herd until the pasture, limited by

nature in its capacity, is ruined. When "independent,

rational, free enterprisers" operate within a commons the

result is necessarily "ruin for all" (Hardin, 1969).

The above illustration is equally applicable to the

fishery resource. Uncontrolled access and competition

amongst fishing enterprises for the unharvested portion of

the stock subjects the resource to depletion (Cauvin, 1979).

Because any fish that an enterprise may leave unharvested is
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thereafter available for capture by other competing

enterprises, conservation is neither rational nor IikeIy to

be undertaken. The fishermen, each acting in a manner they

perceive as raLional, will expand effort until total costs

equal total revenues. This eguates to a yield ievel beyond

that which can be sustained. It should not be unexpected,

therefore, that biological management, within the framework

of the common property institution, has not proven to be

hiqhly successful.

The common property nature of the resource has

considerabl-e implications regarding the economic value of

the resource. Às a result of the "rule of capture"

enterprises will continue to operate until the average cost

of realizing a catch equals the average revenue generated by

the catch. Àt this point the total- val-ue of the catch is
worth exactly v¡hat it cost (including the opportunity costs

of labor and capital) to harvest. AII surplus or economic

rent has been dissipated (Scott, 1955).

The dissipation of resource rents is further exasperated

by a number of factors that may possibly cause negative

rents to accrue to the fishery. Troadec (1983) identified

the following factors;

r a time delay

investment deci

the investment

feasibility analysis and

and the actual lifetime of

decision to enter or expand

between the

sion period

( i.e. the
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capacity occurs during years of high or increasing

yields while actual operation occurs during years of

low or declining yields)
decisions to enter or expand capacity are made

i ndependently

the mobility to enter the fishery is often greater than

exit
a tendency for fishermen to overlook depreciation costs

and a tendency for governments to subsidize enterprises
in order to achieve objectives other than those of

economic ef f ic iency.

Another feature of the common property fishery resource

is its unique response to certain economic stinuli. While

most, if not alI, other industries benefit from an increase

in the real price of Lhe produced good or service sold or

from a decrease in the total costs of production through a

technol-ogical adaptation such is not the case in the

f i shery.

A decrease in the unit cost of fishing, through a

decrease in one or more of the input costs or through the

adaptati.on of a costs saving technology, or an increase in
the real price of the catch, has no long term impact on the

creation or enhancement of resource rents in the unregulated

fishery. The creation of short term profits will cause

existing enterprises to increase effort through increasing

capital investments, variable inputs or both. As well the

¡

¡
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existence or perception of available profits will attract
nevr entrants to the fishery. The net result will be an

increase in fishing effort, an intensification of

overcapitalization and a complete dissipation of resource

rents. Furthermore, the new equilibrium results in an

increased level of exploitation and may lead to stock

depletion (Troadec, 1983).

The preceding discussion has examined some aspects of the

common property resource in a hypotheticalJ-y, unregulated,

fishery. The biological and economic equilibriums inherent

in such a situation are such that resource conservation is

endangered and rents are dissipated. À review of the more

common regulatory measures which attempt to correct for

these tendenc ies f o1lov¡s.

2 .3 .2 Requlat i on of Fisheries

The previous section discussed the forces that drive Lhe

unregulated fishery to a level of effort that dissipates

economic rents and endangers biological conservation. The

following section wiIl examine and discuss regulatory

mechanisms that have been enacted to correct for the common

property features of the fishery.

Fisheries regulations may be divided into two types;

firstly those that control for factor inputs and assume a

causal effect on output, and secondly those that control
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di

di

rectly for output. Às v¡el1, regulations act
rectly or indirectly on factor inputs and output.

e i ther

Regurat i ons that control di rectry for factor inputs
include restrictions on gear ( i.e. mesh size), time ( i.e.
crosed seasons) , prace ( i.e. cLosed areas) , fishing vesser

power ( i .e. engine horsepower ) and the number of
participants (i.e. restrictive licencing).

Gear, time and place restrictions have been found to be

capabre of achieving biological conservation goals. The most

common gear restriction, minimum mesh opening size, ô11-ows

younger, smaller fish to escape capture during periods of
relatively rapid growth and, therefore, al1ow them to
contribute positivery to stock biomass (Beverton and Ho1t,

1957). closed seasons may be enacted to protect stocks

during critical periods such as spawning. crosure may arso

be enforced when catch per unit effort farrs below a certain
level (gettington and Rettig, 1983). SimilarIy, area

closures may be enacted to protect spawning or declining
stoc ks .

controliing for factor inputs in order to achieve

economic efficiency goals has been found to be generalry

ineffective (Pearse, 1980). Restrictions on gear that do not

affect the composition of the catchr ês, for example, the

total amount of allowabre net, merely restrict efficient
fishing techniques and, therefore, raise costs. conservation
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of fish is achieved through the wasting

resources ( Crutchf ield, 1 965 ) .

of other scarce

Another direct control of factor inputs is to restrict,
through licencing, the number of participants in a fishery.
Such attempts have had, at best, limited and temporary

success both biologically and economically. The reason that

restrictive licencing, in and of itself, faiIs, i s that

enterprises remaining in the fishery, oñ the basis of

ava i lable rents , expand the i r f i shing power . Àny

efficiencies created through the removal of enterprises is
dissipated through the additional effort created by existing
ones (Pearse and whilen, 1979).

Àn alternative to the direct regulation of factor inputs

is to control for them indirectly through taxation. If the

various inputs thab comprise fishing effort were to be

identified and equitably taxed, so that there would be no

incentive to switch between them, the effect on the fishery

would be similar to that of direct regulation. Pea r se

( 1 980) identified the difficulties inherent in enacting a

tax on factor inputs; i)identifying the components of effort
and controlling for substitution towards non- or lesser

taxed components, ii) the distributional effect of the tax

in that in order to be effective in controlling effort it
would require exodus from the fishery and, iii) the tax

rates would require continual adjustments in response to the

changing availability of fish, harvesting costs and fish
prlces.
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Reguratíons which control directry for output incrude

total allowable catch (i.e. fishery quotas) and ínäividual
quotas which assign portions of the totar quota amongst

participants as guantitative rights. Total atlowable catch

regulations establish a maximum harvest of a particular
stock and require that fishing be suspended once this is
achieved. Individual quotas alrocate and assign portions of

the total amongst participants.

Total allowable catches or fishery quotas, if properly
determined and enforced, would seem to be capable of

satisfying biological conservation requirements. Experience

has shown that establishing sustainable yieJ-ds in actuar,
multi-species fisheries, however, is not r+ithout substantial
uncertainty (eope, 1984). Cauvin (1979), for example, noted

that the Lake winnipegosis (Manitoba) tishery pickerel
stocks had decrined despite existing control measures which

included a total allowable catch quota.

consequently total arrowabre catch quotas do not correct
for the common property characteristic of rule of capture.
Therefore, competition amongst enterprises wirl- necessarily
lead to rent dissipation. Furthermore, the incentive Lo

realize the rargest possible share of the avairable rent
often leads to the emasculation and circumvention of

existing (quota) regurations thereby jeopardizing biorogical
objectives (l"facKenzie, 1 983 ) .
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Quant i tative r ights are

allocat ing publ icly owned

Àmerica. Their use includes

aIl-ocat ion of water, timber ,

of waste material. They

attent ion as a method of

resource (tuoloney and Pearse,

the most common means of

natural resources in North

, but is not limited to, the

hydrocarbons and the discharge

have also received increased

rationalizing the fisheries
1979).

By issuing transferable rights to harvest e specific
quantity of fish,or share of a total allowable catch, to

individual fishing enterprises the fundamental causes of

biological and economic overf i shing are removed.

Individuals are no longer encouraged to increase or protect
(through capture) "their" portion of the catch. Rather they

are motivated to catch their allocated share in the most

efficient manner possible and in so doing preserve the rent

inherent in the resource (Pearse, 1980).

Pearse (1982)

advantages of an

system. They are;

ed other biological and economic

quantitative transferable quota

ident i f i
individual

the sum of the individual quotas would constitute

sustainable yield

fishermen remaining in the fi
greater degree of security

many of the traditional effort
redundant thereby reducing costs

shery would achieve a

controls would become

of regulation



if fishing l¡ere to become more profitable the value of

the right to fish would increase as opposed to the

incentive to realize a larger portion of the catch and

the associated overcapitalization increasing

Lhe issuing of quantitative rights would provide to the

regulatory authority a vehicle for generating revenue

(i.e licence fees) and

due to its apparent administrative simplicity it would

allow for greater concentration on resource management

issues as opposed to the regulation of effort.

WhiIe the system is not without its disadvantages they

would appear to pertain iargely to the novelty of the

approach. Grima and Àllison (1983) observed that the

introduction of individual quotas in Ontario in 1983 was

resisted by affected fishermen on the following grounds;

the initial distribution of quota would possibly

more advantageous to some and less advantageous

othe r s

the holders of quota would be required to pay an annual

fee

the quota would require monitoring and assessment and

the total allowable catch and therefore individual
quotas would be subject to annual Íluctuations.

Ànother I complementary or alternative, approach to
controlling output is to impose a tax or royalty on the

be

to

I

E
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catch. By reducing the net value of the catch to the

producer biological and economic aoals are attainable. The

tax dampens Lhe the incentive to expend effort because total
costs egual total revenue at lower 1eve1s of harvest than

would otherwise occur. Às welI, the tax has the additional
benefit of allowing for revenue to accrue to the agency

which imposes it.

In order to be effective the amount of the royalty would

have to be such that it removed all of the available
resource rent. I n that the amount of rent avai lable
fluctuates with such variables as stock abundance, species

mix, prices, etc. determining an appropriate rate would

prove di f f icult ( Scott, 1979) .

2.4 SUMMARY

The preceding sections

biological r êconomic and

pursued w i. thin the f i shery .

nature of the resource and

to achieve those objectives

have discussed the various

social management objectives

Às well, the common property

the various regulations designed

have been examined.

The biologicai objectives of the Southern Indian Lake

fishery are accomplished through a total allowable catch

regulation. Social objectives such as employment

opportunities and the maintenance of traditional life styles
would appear to have a higher priority than those economic.
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Evidence of this is the availability of fishing Iicences to
all community residents, an absence of individual property

rights, royalties or other mechanisms designed to preserve

the rent available in the resource. Future strategies
designed to maximize benefits available from the capital
funo will need to take into account the objectives and

approaches to the management of the resource itself.

In 1953, Scott Gordon concluded that an optimum. Ievel of

fishing effort could be achieved only if the resource could

be divided into private properÞ-y rights or, when this is not

possible, into group private rights. When neither of the

above were not feasible the resource was best exploited,
under specific regulations, as public property. LastIy he

proposed a taxation scheme to control for excessive effort.
To date fisheries managers have chosen, for the most part,
to enact regulations within the f ramer,,,ork of the f ishery as

a common property institution. The failure of this approach

is evidenced not only by the wide spread depletion of fish
stocks but also by the wasting of other resources in the

course of that depletion.

While there exist considerable impediments to the

rationalization of commercial fisheries, the past

consequences of the management of the resource as a common

property reguires that its appropriateness be brought into
question. Hardin (1969) observed that unconsc ious,

auÈomatic, rejection of proposed reforms often occurs
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because of the assumption that either the status quo is

perfect or that the proposed reform is imperfect and,

therefore, it is prÞferable to delay change until the

perfect proposal is developed. As populations and demands on

natural resources have increased over time, the commons

approach has often been abandoned because it was found to be

unsuitable and preferable, alternati.ze, methods of

allocaLing rights existed. Marshall ( 1 920) noted boLh the

tenCency to reject alternatives to common property rights as

well as the merits of private property rights.

The rights of property, as such, have not been
venerated by those master minds who have built up
economic science; but the authority of the science
has been wrongly assumed by some who have pushed
the claims of vested rights to extreme and
antisocial uses. It may be well therefore to note
that the tendency of carefuL economic study is to
base the rights of private property not on any
abstract principle, but on the observation that in
the past they have been inseparable from economic
progress. . . .
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Chapter I I I

RESEÀRCH METHODS

3.1 CÀPITAL FUND

The first objective of the research is to project, on the

is of a multi-variable analysis, possible future events

they pertain to the SILCFÀ capital fund.

In order to predict future conditions of the capital- fund

a computer model is used to analyze the relative effects of

three (3) variables. These variables are;

bas

AS

t.
.)
LC

the interest rate applied to the

the annual harvests on Southern

lakes,

and the per unit weight (fi/kg.)

f ish harvests from Southern

lakes.

fund,

I ndian and outlying

3. subs i dy

Indian

rates paid on

and outlying

The model simulates twenty-seven (27) alternative
scenarios in order to predict the future state of the

capital fund. Each of the three variables is assigned three

di f ferent values. These values are based f i rstly on

conditions that existed during 1 985 and thereafter are

assigned a minimum and maximum range of values so as to
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provide an indication of their sensitjvjty on the state of

the capital fund, The model considens a twenty (20) yean

t'ime hor i zon.

3,1.1 Intenest Rate Variable

in onden to pnedict changes in the levels of intenest

nevenues nece'ived on the capi tal fund the nesearch employs

an anaìys'is nelat'ing to the term stnuctune of intenest

nates. The tenm stnuctune of interest nates is the structune

of yìelds by tenm to matuli ty on assets of othenwjse simi lar

chanactenistics (Camenon, 1982). The analysis is based on

the anb'i trage which occuns between shont and ìong tenm bond

manKets and the l'iquidi ty pneference attached to shonten

tenm bonds.

In that Govennment of Canada bonds are available in a

w'ide range of maturi t jes and are wideìy tnaded, and

thenefone good indicators of the bond marKet, they provide a

fair barometer of expected futune tnends in intenest rates

in al l financial marKets (R. Camenon, pers. conrn. ). The

expected interest nate, for an n pen'iod bond, is detenmjned

thnough the fol lowi ng equat jon;

1*rn=[(l+r) (r+re) (1+rez)... (1+ren)]1/n+Ln
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whene rn 'is the yie'ld to maturi ty, Ln is the ì'iquidì ty

pnemium and re n is the expected one-yean nate fon year n.

From the results of the above equation a weighted mean bond

rate for the peliod 1986 - 2006 is detenmined. This

weighted bond rate 'is then app'l ied to the rate that i s

assumed to cunnently apply to the SILCFA capital fund to

provide an average expected annual rate of netunn thnough

the year 2006 . i n order to obsenve the sens i t ì v'i ty of a

nange of intenest rates the nodel funther consjdens intenest

rates of 1.5% above and below the level pned'icted by the

bond manKet ana lysì s.

3.1 .2 Production Variabìe

The finst vaìue attached to the annual harvest vaniable
js the 1985 obsenved pnoductjon fnom Southenn Indian and

out ìyjng lakes. For Southenn Indj an i tsel f the range of

values considened in the anaìysis equates to one (1)

standand deviat'ion above and beìow the 1981 to 1985 obsenved

rnean. These values are considered to be rnone indicat ive of

f utune potent'ial hanvests than the extneme nesul ts oven the

same t i me pen 'iod .

The number of outlying lal<es f ished by SILCFA members and

the tota I pnoduct ion from these I akes ì ncneased

s'igni f jcant ìy af ten the ìmpoundment of Southenn Indi an Lake
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and again v¡ith the i-ncreased product ion subsidy that

occurred in 1 984. The range of values that has occurred,

therefore, is not necessarily indicative of what is likely

to occur. For this reason a somewhat arbitrary range of

values of 10% above and below the 1985 val-ue, are assigned

to this variable. While the maximum value considered in the

analysis has not been observed, two ongoing trends suggest

it merits consideration. Firstl-y, the demographic

characteristics of the South Indian Lake community indicate

that the proportion of work force aged individuals wiIl

continue to increase (nepartment of Northern Àffairs, 1983).

À lack of suitable, p€rmanent employment opportunities would

suggest that many of these individual-s wiIl participate in

t-he, traditional, commercial fishery. Secondly, the trend

towards increasing the number of outJ-ying lakes, given the

current SILCFÀ subsidy scheme, could continue (O. Cook,

pers. comm. ) . The increasing labor force and expanding

resource base could facilitate an increase

production.

in total

3.1.3 Subsidv Rate \zar iable

The first value assigned to the rate

is that which occurred in 1985. Because

scheme has only been in effect since 1983

the way.of historical dataon which

regarding possible future rates.

of subsidy variable

the present subsidy

there is IittIe in

to draw inferences

model arbitrarily
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attaches values of 1 0% above and below the current subsidy

rates. The minimum value for the outlying lakes and the

maximum val-ue for Southern Indian Lake have been observed

since the inception of the program. The maximum value for

the outlying Iakes and the minimum value for Southern Indian

Lake have not.

The subsidization of

suspended after the i984 w

that this suspension will
time frame considered.

winter fishing production was

inter season. The analysis assumes

continue for the duration of the

The mode1, therefore, simulates a number of alternative
scenarios in order to predict the future state of the

subsidy fund. In that each of the three variables is

assigned three different values a total of t$¡enty-seven (27)

combinations result. For each alternative the amount

contained in the capital fund in each subseguent year is

determined and in the case of alternatives which are found

to deplete the fund ( i.e. expenditures exceed interest
revenue) ttre year in which the capital fund is entirely
depleted is also determined.
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3.2 INVESTIGÀTTON OF THE
SOUTHERN INDIÀN LAKE

PRIMARY HÀRVESTING
FI SHERY

SECTOR OF THE

The second objective of the research is to investigate

the primary harvesting sector of the Southern Indian Lake

fishery. SpecificaIIy, the research studied a randomly

selected sample of fishing enterprises in order to determine

the nature of their economic viability.

Economic viability may be viewed both in the short and

Iong run time frames. A firm is considered to be

economically viable in the short run if it is able to

generate revenues sufficient to meet its annual operating

costs. Long run viability requires a level of revenue that

meets not only the operating costs but, âs well, the fixed

costs of capital invested in skiffs and outboard motors.

The analysis of the harvesting sector is presented in the

form of the income statements of the selected enterprises

for the 1985 summer fishing season. An income statement

offers the reader a "snapshot" (i.e. an annual asSeSsment)

of the preformance of the enterprise. A description of the

the revenue and expenditure components of the income

statement follows.

3.2.1 Revenues

The revenues accrueable

fishermen are composed of

to the Southern

three components;

I ndian Lake

the sale of
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fish, the provincial freight subsidy and the subsidy paid

from the SILCFÀ capital fund. These components are

considered both separately and in aggregates. Three

aggregates of revenue are considered. They are;

I

¿.

?

The provincial freight
partially offset the high

subsidy program is intended to

transportation costs experienced

sales only,

sales and provincial freight subsidization,

and total revenues, oÍ, sales, provincial freight

subsidy and subsidies paid from the SILCFÀ capital
fund.

SaIes revenues consist of two components; an initial
price and and a final payment. The final payment is based on

the FFMC year-end reconciliation of revenues and

expenditures. If revenues exceed expenditures the surplus is

distributed to the fishermen on the basis of their harvest

in that year. In the years the FFMC has made a final payment

it has usually been less than 10% of the initial payment

(cisl-ason et aI, 1982) . The f inal payment paid on 1985

production r¿il1 be distributed to fishermen in December of

1986. The f inal payment applied to the '1 985 initial price is

expected to approximate the 1984 final payment. The research

assumes a 1985 final payment equal to 85% of. the 1984 final
payment with the exception of cutter vrhitefish on which no

final payment is expected (R. Hay, pers. comm.).
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in northern fisheries. The provincial government will pay to

a maximum of fi.3528/ kg. on alt species except cutter
whitefish, pickerel and sauger. Southern Indian Lake

fishermen incur the first ç.11/kg and any residual over and

above the subsidized portion necessary in delivering fish to

the FFMC complex at Leaf Rapids (w. Wysocki, pers. comm.).

The SILCFÀ subsidy is paid on all species. Production on

Southern lndian Lake is subsidized by 9.484/kg. while

outlying lakes, so as Lo refLect the higher costs incurred

in transportation, receive $.838/ Xg. As these payments to

fishermen are all administered by the FFMC the information

is taken from the corporations Fishermens' Àccount Ànalyses.

3.2.2 Expenditures

Expenditures made by an enterprise are of three types;

variable coFts, indirect costs and fixed costs. Variable

costs are the day to day costs incurred by fishermen and, as

such, they vary with the fishing effort expended. Indirect
costs are the seasonal costs of fishing and are, therefore,
indirectly related to the level of effort or production.

Fixed costs are those costs that accrue to an enterprise

once the decision to enter the industry has been made and as

such are independent of the level of production. They are

the depreciation costs stemming from a capital investment in

an enterprise spread out over the expected life time of the

particular asset and the interest expense incurred in the
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financing of the asset.

variable, indirect and f i
A descr ipt ion

xed costs follows

of the spec i f ic

Six categories cf variable costs v¡ere examined; f ue1,

fishing supplies, provisions, transportation, labor, ice,
and, rniscell-aneous. With the exception of the Iabor expense

the data was taken from FFMC Àccount Analyses.

FueI - includes gasoline, oi I and l-ubr icants f or the

operation of outboard motors.

¡ Fishing Supplies - includes a range of items such as

nets, ropes, gloves, floatlines, etc.
¡ Provisions - includes expenditures such as food,

lanterns, camping tents, axes, etc.

Transportation - includes the expense incurred by the

enterprise in transporting the harvest to the FFMC

complex at Leaf Rapids.

Labor the opportunity cost. of the time devoted to
f ishing and f ishing related activities. EighL hours per

delivery and an opportunity cost equal to the Manitoba

rninimum wage are assumed.

Two categories of indirect costs are considered. They are

licence fees and unemployment insurance contributions.
Licences are sotd by the province at a cost of $10 each (n.

Cook, pers. comm. ). Unemployment insurance contributions
are based on fish sales and the amounts paid by each

enterprise is taken from FFMC account analysises.
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The fixed costs of the sampled enterprises are estimated

through a capital recovery factor applied to the current

replacement costs of assets assumed common to alI
enterprises. À capital recovery factor is the equivalent of

a present sum of money expressed in terms of an egual- series

of payments for a specific number of years (edge, 1964).

The capital recovery function considers both the

depreciation of assets over their economic life as well as

the costs incurred in financing their purchase. Each of the

sampled enterprises is assumed to consist of one six meter

skiff and one twenty-five ( 25 ) horsepower outboard motor.

Skiffs are assumed to have an economic Iifetime of ten (10)

years and outboard motors three and one-third (3 1/3) years.

The Manitoba Àgriculture Credit Corporation (¡reCC) provides

loans to fishermen at a subsidized interest rate and the

rate charged by the MACC as of June 1 , 1 985 is used in the

analys i s.

Enterprises that display revenues in excess of variable

and semi-variable costs, therefore, are considered 'to be

viable in, at least, the short run. The excess is available

to discharging the costs of fixed assets and if it is

sufficient to cover the annual costs of depreciation and

financing of capital the enterprise is considered viable in

the long run. The assumption is made, therefore, that the

year observed is representative of lhe long term.
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The economic viability of the sampre ís examined

according to three different methods. The methods provide

differing forms of insight into the nature of the fishery.
The first method determines the average unit revenues and

cosLs over the entire sampre. The second method divides the

sample on the basis of production l-evels. Àverage costs and

revenues of each production interval are compared. LastIy
the net revenue of each of the individual enterprises is
determined.

The research, therefore, determines the economic

viability, in both the short and long term, of the sampled

enterprises. In order to examine the effect of the three
components of revenue on the viability of the sampre they

are considered in various aggregates.

3.3 I NÐEXATT ON OF OUTLYING LAKES

The third objective of the research is to index the

outlying rakes (rigure 4) on the basis of economic

viability. This indexation is based on average (ç/kg.) costs
and revenues. For purposes of thi s index a rake i s

considered to be economicarry viable if the average revenues

exceed average costs of capture and transportation.
Revenues are again considered in the three aggregat.es of
sales only, sares and freight subsidy, and sales, freight
subsidy and the srl.cFÀ subsidy in order to determine their
effect on the viability of the outlying lakes.
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Àverage sales revenues vary according to the species mix

( i.e. relative proportions of whitefish, pickerel, pike,

etc.) and qualities (i.e. expoft, continental or cutter) of

the fish harvested in the different outlying lakes. The

quality and species mix are based on a three year (1983

'1 985 ) we ighted average.

By applying the price the fishermen receive for the

different species and qualities to the relative proportion

of those species and qualities harvested, an average sal-es

revenue is determined. The price applied to the species and

quality mix is the 1985 initial pri.ce plus the f inal payment

as estimated in section 3.2.1.

The transportation costs considered are the total costs

incurred in delivering the fish to the FFMC complex at Leaf

Rapids and are based on Fisheries Branch survey information.

The Lransportation modes and linkages used vary depending on

the Iakes location rel-ative to Missi falls and Leaf Rapids,

its accessibility via boat to Southern Indian Lake and its
accessibility by road. There are currently five forms of

delivery. They are;

1. direct to Leaf Rapids via aircraft,
2. direct to Leaf Rapids via boat,

3. direct to Leaf Rapids via trucP,,

4. to Missi Falls statiorr via aircraft and then to Leaf

Rapids via FFMC boat
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tr to Missi Falls station via

Rapids via FFMC boat.

boat and then to Leaf

The costs of fishing the outlying takes (except for
transportation costs) are assumed to be equal. to the normal

costs of fishing southern Indian Lake. This cost was

determined using the cost information from the southern

Indian Lake fishing enterprises sampre. The total of the

sample variabl-e, operating and fixed costs was divided by

the total catch (in kitograms) achieved by the sampre. The

product of this equation is the average total_ cost (E/Xg.)

of fishing. By replacing the transportation cost of

southern Indian with that of each of the outlying lakes

individual average total- costs are determined.
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Chapter IV

RESULTS

+.1 CÀPITAL FUND

Future year end balances of the SILCFA capital fund are

predicted on the basis of a multi-variable analysis. The

variables selected are those that impact mosi directly on

the capital fund. The assigned values reflect a range equaJ-

to, and above and below, that which has occurred and can

reasonably expected to occur over the time horizon

considered

4.1 .1 Current Balance

The current balance of the SILCFÀ capital fund (as of

June 1, '1986) was approximately $1 .72 n (w. Dysart, pers.

comm. ). This balance represents a total depleiion of

approximately $805,000 since the inception of the program in

June of 1983.

Expenditures on subsidization over the course of the

program, based on observed production and subsidy rateS,

total $803,717. lnterest revenues, based on an assumed rate

of 1.5% Iess than Lhe prime borrowing rate, are

The observed production, subsidYapproximaÈeIy $650,000.
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rates and assumed interest rates are presented in Àppendix

B. This Appendix also details the timing of the remitance by

Manitoba Hydro to the SILCFA. if the observed expenditures

and assumed interest revenues represented all of the

transact ions made on the fund a total depletion of

approximately $154,000 could be expected. As such, âD

apparent discrepancy of some $55'1 ,000 exists. This

discrepancy apparently results from expenditures made by the

SILCFÀ on ice and packing stations established on some of

the outlying lakes, improvements to the Mi ssi FaiIs

receiving station and a planned tourist fishing lodge.

ÀIthough these "non-subsidy" expenditures represent a

considerable draw down on the capital fund to date, they

were undertaken as "special projects" and are not expected

to be repeated. Às well, legaI and management expenses on

the capital fund are not included as observed expenditures

although they are known to exist (n.Hay, pers. comm.).

Expenditures made from the fund on projects and programs

other than the direst subsidization of fishing on Southern

Indian Lake and the outlying lakes represents, as noted

above, a considerable drar+ down on the capital- f und and, as

such, impairs the ability of the Àssociation to continue to

exteno adequate levels of subsidy to its member fishermen.

As weII, these expenditures would appear to be further
evidence of an ad hoc approach

distribution of the fund.
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4.1 .2 Assiqned Variable Va1ues

The values assigned to

rate of subsidy values

the interest rate,

are presented in

production and

Table 2. Each

TABLE 2

Assigned Variable Val-ues

variable v¡as assigned three values. The analysis considered

all possible combinations of values and determined the year

end (June 1 ) balance. In situations in which annual

expenditures on subsidy exceed interest revenue, the year in

Variable Val-ue

High Ac tual Low

Interest Rate 10.71% 9.21% 7 .71%

Production (kgs.)
Southern Indian Lake
Outlying Lakes

258 ,194
284,895

247 ,814
258 ,995

'1 61 ,800
233 ,096

Subsidy Rate (g/kg.)
Southern Indian Lake
Outlying Lakes

532
922

484
838

382
754
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which the fund

determined.

would be completely exhausted lras also

4.1.3 Resul ts of Multi-VariabIe ÀnaIvs i s

The results of the multi-variable analysis of the capital
fund are summarized in Table 3. All combinat ions of

interest rate, production and subsidy rate values anal-yzed

resul-ted in expenditures exceeding revenues and, therefore,

depleting year end balances. The number of years reguired to

completely exhaust the fund ranged from a minimum of six

years (in four instances) to a maximum of fourteen years in

one instance. The mean number of years required to exhaust

the fund over all variable values was 8.259 years.
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Resul ts of

TABLE 3

Mul t'i -Vali able Ana lysi s

i=7.71ï
p=High
C=High

Year End
I

i=10.71t
P=High
C=High

4

i=9.21g
P=High
C=Low

13

I

$1,720,000
$1,504,404
s1.273.264
$r,025,459
$ 7s9,787
$ 474,960
$ 169.s97

($ 157,783)

17

s1,720,000
$1,630,003
$r,q60,29s
$1 ,272.412
$1,06¡r,¡t06
f 834,1 23
$ 579,177
$ 296.926

( s r5,554 )($ 361,sol )

?6

$1,720,000
$1 ,628,202
$1.526,572
$1.4r4,058
$1,289, ¡t93

t1,151,588
$ 998.9 l 3
I 829.886
I 642.7s7
s 435,586
s 206,727

( $ u7 ,696)

i=9.21t
P=High
C=High

2

i=7 .7 1\
P: l 985
C=H igh

3

i=e.21t
P=1 985
C= 1 985

'12

i=7.71t
P=High
C= 1 985

5

i=10.71t
P=r985
C= 1 985

l4

i=9, 21 t
P=Low
c=High

6

i=7.71t
P= I 985
C=Low

15

i=9.21t
P=High
C= r 985

7

i=7.71t
P=Low
C=High

16

i=7.71\ i=10.71t
P=1985 P=1985
c=1985 C=H¡gh

r985 51.720,000 51,720.000 $1,720.000 $1,720,000
1986 $1,4t¡9,359 9r.475,159 $1,479,04r.t $1,500,959
r987 $1.157,852 51,207,769 $r,219,509 $1.258,459
1988 $ 843,869 $ 9r5.751 S 939,965 S 989,987
r990 $ 505.679 $ 596,839 $ 638.868 ç 692,762
1991 $ 1r¡r,4rq $ 248,555 $ 314,556 S 363.70r¡
1992 ($ 250.936) ($ 131,806) fS 34,760) {S 596)
1 993
r 994
1 995
1 996
1 997
1 998
1 999
2000

$r,720,000 $1,720,000 $r,720,000
$1,1¡86,019 S1,50¿1.844 $1,511,593
$1,233.997 $1,269,871 $1,283,991
$ 962,5¡15 $1,013,258 ¡1,035,rr?8
$ 670,163 $ 737,011 $ 763,971
$ 355,?rr0 S 4?6,952 $ r,t67,514
$ 16,035 $ 92,706 S 143.753
($ 349,322) ($ 272,324l. l$ 209.827l'

9

$r,720.000
$1.530,6r.¡4
$r,32r.007
$1,088.918
$ 831 .973
$ 5rr7,509
E 232,579

f$ il6.080)

i=10.71
p=High
C=1 985

Year Ênd
'10

I 985 $1 ,720 ,O00
1986 $1,537,619
1987 $1,335.704
1 988 51 , 1 12 .16q
1 989 $ 864,68¿¡
1990 $ 590.698
1991 5 ?87,368
1992 ( $ 48.4q8)
1 993
't 99q
I 995
1 996
1 997
1 998
1 999
2000

i=9.ztt
P= I 985
C=Low

Year End
19

1985 S1.720,000
1986 91,572,765
1987 $1,rt11.970
1988 $1.236.365'1989 $1,0rr4,588
1990 $ 835, Il¡7
1991 $ 606,418
199? S 356,622
1993 $ 83,820
r 994 ( $ 21q .107 I
r 995
1 996
1 997
1 998
1 999
2000

i=7.711
P=H lgh
C=Low

l1

$r,720,000
$1 ,522,678
$1.310.142
$1,08r.220
$ 83rt, 648
I 569.065
$ 283,006

($ 25,108)

¡=9 . 21å
ÈLow
C=H igh

20

$r.720.000
$1.574,801
$1 ,4r6,229
i1 ,243,052
$r.053,926
5 847,382
$ 621 , 81r¡
5 375,472
s 106.4r¡2($ 187.366)

i=9.218 i=r0.71t
P=Low P=High
C=Low C=Low

$r.720.000 í1.720,000 $1.720.000 $1.720,000 $1,720,000
$1,538,80r¡ $1.548,478 91.56q,604 S1.546,965 $t,5r¡9,001
sl,340,921 $r,361,159 91,392.566 ft,360,589 $t,36rt,818
$1,124,812 $1.156.587 $1.202,102 $1.159,844 $1,166.434
$ 888.799 $ 933.175 $ 991,239 $ 943,62t $ 952,755
$ 631,0s0 $ 689.186 $ 757,793 $ 710.727 $ 722,601
$ 349.562 $ 42?,726 $ 499,3'rs $ 459,877 5 474,702
s 42,1¡r9 $ 131,725 $ ?13,218 $ 189.687 $ 207.691($ 293,s77], ($ 186,078) ($ 103,55r¡) ($ 101.33s) ($ 79,907)

i=7.71\
P=Low
C= 1 985

?1

$r.720,000
$r,576,602
$1 ,4?2,148
$r,255,78s
$ r ,076.596
$ 883.591
$ 675. 706
$ ¿¡51 . 793
$ ?10,616

($ r¡9. 156l

i= l0 . 71t
P= 1 985
C=Low

22

$r.720,000
$1,598.565
s1,r¡64,r25
$1.3r5.285
$r, r50.506
$ 968,078
$ 766,1r2
$ 5¿¡2. 516
$ 294.972
s 20.917

($ 282,4901.

i=10.71$
P=Low
C=H igh

23

s1.720.000
$r,600.601
$1.468,qr4
$1 .3?2,070
sl,160.053
$ 980,683
$ 782,103
$ 562, 2s5
I 318,86r
$ 49,400

($ 2\8,920ì

¡=9. 21t
P=Low
C= 1 985

24

$1 .720.000
$1,602,402

'',t,u73,973$1,333.716
$1,180,541
$ r .0'13.258
$ 830.569
t 631 ,055
$ 413,165
ç 175,207

($ 84,6671
($ 368.475)

i=7.71t
P=Low
C=Low

?5

s1,720,000
$1,604,203
$1.479,478
tt,3r¡5,t36
tr.200.43i
$1 ,044.582
$ 876,710
$ 695.895
s 50r,140
$ 291,368
$ 65,ttzt¡

( $ 177 ,941 I

( $ t¡t+o, 070 )

i=r0.713 i=10.71å
P=Low P=Low
C:1985 C=Low

18

sr,720,000
Í1 ,574,278
$1.41 2.9q9
$l . 23¿t. 342
$r,036.605
$ 817,692
$ s75, 332
$ 307.016
$ 9.964

($ 3r8.903)

7l

$1,720,000
$1,655.803
$1.584,730
t1,506.0r¡6
$1,418,93r{
$1.322.493
$1,215,723
$1.097,51 7

$ 966.652
s 821,77?
S 661.37r¡
$ rr83. 798
$ ?87,20q
$ 69,55r¡(t 171.406)
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4.2 SOUTHERN INDIÀN LAKE PRIMARY HARVESTING SECTOR

The research investigated the economic viability of a

randomly selected sampie of fishing enterprises. Cost and

revenue data is compared in order to determine short and

long run economic viability. The sample is considered in

aggregate, by production intervals and individual-ly.

4-2.1 Sample Size

During the 1985 summer season a total of 87 fishing

enterprises were licenced and made deliveries on Southern

Indian Lake. Of these 87, 22 v¡ere also licenced and made

deliveries from outlyinE lakes. In order that all

information on revenues and expenses could be attributed

specifically to the Southern Tndian Lake fishery the sample

was randornly selected from the 65 remaining enterprises

which produced from Southern Indian Lake only.

The research sampled a total of 28

sample size represented approximately

enLerprises active on Southern Indian La

sampled enterprises accounted for 36.1%

total production and, therefore,

individual mean production ( 31 98 kgs. )

population of all active enterprises

records).

enterprises. This

32% of all fishing
ke during 1985. The

(89,537 kgs.) of the

demonstrated Iarger

than that of the

(2848 kqs) (rr¡¿c
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4.2.2 Economic Viabilitv: Sample Assreqate

The average total cost of fishing is the total cost

incurred in realizing a catch divided by the volume (weight)

of the catch. It includes the variable, semi-variable and

fixed costs of fishing. ïf average revenues exceed average

variable costs the surplus is available to discharge the

semi-variable and fixed costs. The enterprise(s) is viable,
therefore, at least in the short run. If the surplus is of

the magnitude that it exceeds the average total costs of

fishing long run viabiJ-ity is also achieved.

The average variabl-e costs were determined. by dividing
the total variable costs incurred by the total production

achieved by the sampled enterprises.
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987,109.73 (TotaL variable Costs)

89 ,537 kgs, (r'rMc data )

=8.9279/kg. (rable 3)
= Average Variable Cost

Average revenues

dividing the actuaf

payment by the total

f rom

initial
produc t

sales was

price plus

ion.

determined through

the estimated final

As average variable costs exceeded average revenues from

sales the sample aggregate is considered to be unviable in

the short run on this component of revenue.

the second aggregate of revenue

the provincial freight subsidy.

+
$57,810.21 (rnitial Payment)
$24,366.96 (Estinated Final Payment )

$82,177.17 (fotaI Sales Revenue)

89,537 kgs. (rruC data)

= fi.9178/kg. (rable 3)
= Àverage Sales Revenue

-52
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+
ç82,177 .17 (SaIes)
$15,371.35 (Freight Subsidy)
s97 ,548.52

89,537 kgs.

= $1.0895/ks.
Average Revenue

(rruc data)

(rabre 3 )
(SaIes + Freight Subsidy)

Cn the basis of this
revenues exceeded average

sample is considered to be

run.

The third aggrega

pLus provinc ia1

subsidization.

aggregate of

variable costs

viable in,

revenue, average

and, therefore, the

at least, the short

te of revenue is total revenues; sales

freight subsidization plus SILCFÀ

The sample,

be viable in

on the basis of

, ât 1east, the

total revenues,

short run.

+
+

982 ,177 .17 ( SaIes )

$15,371 .35 (Freight Subsidy)
fi37 ,568.64 (sr¡.cra Subsidy)
$1 35 ,117 .16

89,537 kgs. (FFMC data)

=$1.5091/kg. (rabte 3)
= Àverage TotaI Revenues

to

53
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The average total
semi-variable and

product i on .

cost of fishi
f ixed costs

s the sum of var

vided by the

ngl

di

iable,

total

The average total costs of fishing exceeded the average

revenues from sales alone and from sales and freight
subsidy. The sampl-ed enterprises, therefore, are not

considered to be viable in the long run on the basis of

these two aggregates of revenue. Àverage total revenues

(sales + freight subsidy + SILCFÀ subsidy), however, exceed

the average total costs and on the basis of this revenue

aggregate the sample is viable in the long run.

The Southern Indian Lake fishery, on the basis of the

sampled dat.a, reguired the provincial freight subsidy in

order to achíeve short run economic viability. Further

subsidy, in the form of the 1985 SILCFÀ program vras required

in order to achieve long run economic viability. Of the

+
+

987 , 109 .7 3

$ 1,251.31
$36,314.64

9124, 575.68

(variable Costs )
(Semi-VariabIe Costs)
(rixed Costs )(totai Costs)

89,537 kgs. (rr¡¿c data )

$1 .3913/ks. (rable 3 )
Average Total Costs
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Sample Aggnegate Total

Producti on il.ígs)

Del i veri es

Revenues
Sal es
Est.Final Payment

tTotal Sales Revenuel

I"IFFS

ISaIes+Frei ght SubsidyJ

SILCFA Compensation

Tota1 Revenues

Variable Costs
Suppl i es
Labor
Provi si ons
Transportati on
Ice
FueI

Total

Serni-Variable Costs
Li cence
UIC

Total
Semi-Variable Eosts

Gross
Operating Profit

(Loss)

Capi tal
Recovery Factor

Skiffs
llotors
Total

Total Operating Costs

Net CIperating Frofit
(Loss)

ÏABLE 4

and Average

Total s

4q537

595

#57 r 81 O. 21
*24 1366.9é

$82, r77. L7

$15r371.35

s97 1548.52

s37,5ê8.64

fÈ155rtt7.t6

i$l3, get .79
$2O,4å8. OO
rS 12 , 977 .98
s14, O99. 53
:$5rEl16.73

$2O,243.47

+47 ,1O9.73

s2BO. OO
:F971.31

fF1r25r.31

:$46,75,6. t2

sl5r413,44
*2OrBO1.20
:Ê36 , 2L4. â4

*L24,575.68

$1or541,48

EI
-JJ

Costs And Revenues

*/Rs.

#o.6437
*o.272L

$o,9178

#o. L7 t7

s1 - oB95

rSO. 4196

sl.5091

so.1550
$o.228å
$o.1449
$o. 1575
so. o6so
$o.2261

#o.9729

fÈo. oo31
so. 0108

so, o140

*o.5222

#o. L72L
$o.2323
rÈO.4045

$1.3913

*o. rt77



$ .41 e6/ks .

$.301 9 vras I

res idual ,

profit.

paid to fisherman

on average, used to

$.117 7 represented

through the

defray operat

the average

SI LCFÀ prograrn,

ing costs. The

net operating

Note:The rate of subsidization as specified under the 1 985
program was .g.+84/kg. The weighted mean rate of the sampJ.e
was ç.4196/kg. the mean rate received by individüa1
enterprises (unweighted mean) was $.4163/kg. with a standard
deviation of $.01 7 4/kg. Neither the apparent discrepancy
between the actuaL rate received nor that set out by the
program nor the variation in rates received by individual
enterprises could be explaineC by individuals interviewed.

L) Ec onomi c Viabilitv: Production Intervals

In order to examine the relationship between economic

viability of sampled enterprises and and production leveIs

the enterprises were divided into intervals of 2000 kgs. of

production increments.

The sarnple is characterized by a high proportion of the

enterpr i ses occurr ing in the lower product ion c Iass

intervals (rigure 5) . Thirteen ( 1 3) of the twenty-eight
(28) sampled enterprises (46%) realized less than 2000 kgs.

of production while nineteen (19) (68%) realized less than

4000 kgs. and twenty-four (24) (86%) produced less than 6000

kgs. In that the mean production exhibited by the sample

$¡as greater than that of the population, this skewedness

would be expected to exist in the Southern Indian Lake

fishery at a yet more marked rate.
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DISTRIBUTION
Somple

OF PRODUCTION
Size n-28

VI
bl
U)
É.
fL
É_bl
,
l¡J

Lo
tr
l¡l
m

fz

13

12

11

10

9

I
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

o
o-2 ?-4 4-A 6-8 8_10

PRODUCTION INTERVALS (x ,OOO KGS)

F i gure D'i stnibution of Pnoduction

revenue. Unit variable cost rIìeans of the 0 - 2000 and 2000

- 4000 Kg intenvaìs also exceeded the corü¡ined unjt revenues

from sales and freight subsid'ization. Convensely, total unit

revenues (i .e. sales, f reight subs'idy and SILCFA subsidy)

exceeded rnean variabìe costs over al I classes of production.

1210
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TABLE 5

Prcduction Intervals Mean Variable Costs

Àverage variable cost of the 0 - 2000 and 2000 4000 kg

intervals also exceeded the combined average revenues from

sales and freight subsidization. Conversely, average total
revenues (i.e. sales, freight subsidy and SILCFA subsidy)

exceeded the average variable costs over all classes of

production. Average variable costs of the 6000 8000, 8000

Production
intervals

( ttgs .

Number
of
Enter-
pr i ses

Total
Variabie
Cost s

Tota I
Produc t i on

(n9s.

Àverage
Variabl
Cost s

(ç/xs
(ç/xg.

0 - 2000 13 13,644.48 12 ,109 1.1268

2000 - 4000 6 21 ,544.98 18,688 1.1529

4000 6000 tr 23 ,658 . 57 23,702 9921

6000 8000 1 4 ,842.86 6 ,642 .7 291

8000 10000 2 13,238.30 16,840 .7 861

10000 - 12000 1 10,'180.44 '1 1 ,555 .8810

TotaI s 28 87,109.73 89,537 .9729
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TABLE 6

Production Intervals: Short Run Viability

Produc L i on
interval-s

Sales
Àlone

Sa l-es
Fre i ght
Subs i dy

SaIes
Fre i ght
Subs i dy
SI LCFA
Subs i dy

0 - 2000 NO NO YES

2000 4000 NO NO YES

4000 6000 NO YES YES

b000 Bc00 YES YES YES

8000 10000 YES YES YES

10000 - 12000 YES YES YES

- 1 0,000 and 1 0,000 1 2,000 kg. production intervals were

less than average revenues accruing from sales alone. As

such they were viabl-e over all aggregates of revenue, in at

least the short run.

Average total costs of fishing also tended to decrease as

production increased (tab1e 7).The average total costs of

the 0 - 2000 and 2000 - 4000 kg. classes exceeded revenues

available from al-1 aggregates of revenue thereby precluding

Iong run viability (rable 8).
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TABLE 7

Production Intervals Àverage Total Costs

The average total cost of the 4000 6000 kg. class exceeded

revenues available from from the sales only and sales plus

freight subsidization aggregates. The addition of the SILCFA

subsidy to average revenues, however, caused them to exceed

the average total costs of this level of production.

Àverage total costs of the 6000 8000, 8000 '1 0,000, and

10,000 12,000 kg. intervals were greater than average

Product ion
Intervals

(xgs. )

Number
of
Enter-
pr i ses

Total
Cost s

(ç)

TotaI
Product ion

(ttgs

Àverage
Total
Cost s

(E/xs. )

0 - 2000 13 30 ,757 .87 12,109 2.5401

2000 4000 6 29,590.80 1 8,599 1 .5834

4000 6000 R 30,457.87 23 ,7 02 1 .3455

5000 8000 1 6 ,201 .7 B 6 ,642 .9337

8000 '1 0000 2 15,986.88 1 6,840 8690

10000 - 12000 1 11,576.48 '1 1 ,556 1.0018

Tota I s 28 124 ,57 6.88 89,537 1 .3913
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TABLE

Production Intervals:

I
Long Run Viability

Product ion
Intervals

SaIes
Alone

SaIes
Freight
Subs idy

Sales
Freight
Subs idy
S I LCFÀ
Subs idy

0 - 2000 NO NO NO

2000 - 4000 NO NO NO

4000 - 6000 NO NO YES

6000 - 8000 NO YES YES

8000 10000 NO YES YES

10000 - 12000 NO YES YES

revenues available from sales only but were less than the

sales and freight subsidy and total revenue aggregates.

The revenues available from all components, therefore,
were insufficient to meet the total operating costs of the

two lowest product ion intervals. À11 components were

required to surpass average total costs of the 4000 6000

kg. interval. None of the interval average total costs were

sufficiently low so as to not require any form of subsidy.

The three highest production intervals required only a
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port i on

SI LCFÀ

avera9e

of the provincial fre

subsidy, to generate

total costs.

ight subsidy, and none of

average revenues in excess

the

of

4.2.4 Economic Viabilitv: Individual Enterprises

Eight of the sampled enterprises generated sufficient
revenues from sales to recover their variable costs,

allowing them, ât least, short run viability (rable 9) .

These were enterprises Numbers ( ranked in order of

increasing production) 9, 11,20,23,25,26,27 and 28 (see

Àppendix À). The mean production of these enterprises was

5858.25 kgs.

Àn additional seven enterprises were able to achieve

short run viability on the basis of the second aggregate of

revenues - sales and provincial freight subsidization. The

fifteen ( 15) enterprises in this category were, again in

order of increasing production, Numbers 9, 11, 12, 13, 15,

17 and enterprises 20 through 28, inclusive. Mean

production achieved by these enterprises $ras 4722.21 kgs.

On the basis of the third revenue of aggregate total
revenues - all except five enterprises were able to

recapture their variable costs. Enterprises failing to

achieve short run viability were Numbers 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8.

The mean production of these enterprises was 539.20 kgs.

The mean production of the twenty-three enterprises that did

earn revenues in excess of variable costs l,ras 3775.69 kgs.
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TABLE 9

Individual Enterprises: Short Run Viability

Enterpr i se
Number
and
Produc t i on

(t<gs. )

Sal-e s
À1one

Sales
+ Freight

Subs i dy
+

Sales
Freight
Subs i dy
S I LCFÀ
Subs i dv

-t-

1 136
2 335
3 424
4 504
5 823
6 83s
7 900
I 966
9 1146

1 0 1271
'r 1 1 55'1
12 1 583
13 163s
14 2175
1 5 2473
16 2692
li 3705'18 3707
19 3936
20 4159
21 4453
22 4893
23 4972
24 5225
25 6642
26 8357
27 8483
28 11ss6

*

*
*
:t
¡k

*
*
*

:t
*
*
*
*
*
*
:t
*

ìk

*

*
*
*
*
*
:k

*
*
*
*
*
:t
*
*
*
*
*
*
:t
*

None of the sampled enierprises were able to generate

enough revenue from sales aLone to offset their total costs
(rabre 1o).
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TABLE 1 O

Indi.vidual Enterprises: Long Run Viability

Enterpr i se
Nurnber
and
Product ion

( t<gs. )

SaIes
AIone

Sales
+ Freight

Subs i dy
+

Sales
Fre i ght
Subs i dy
SI LCFÀ
Subs i dy

+

1 136
2 335
3 424
4 504
5 823
6 835
7 900
I 966
9 1146

1 0 1271
1 1 1551
12 1 583
13 1635
14 2175
1 5 2473
16 2692
17 3705
1 8 3707
19 3936
20 4159
21 4453
22 4893
23 4972
24 5225
25 6642
26 8357
27 8483
28 11556

*
:k

*
*

*
*

:t
*
:h

*
*
*
*
:t
*

with the inclusion of the freight subsidy five of the

sampled enterprises achieved long run viability. These vrere

enterprises 20, 25, 26, 27 and 28. Mean production generated

by this group was 7839.4 kgs. The average net operating

profit, prior to the addition of the SILCFA subsidy, was

$s99.46 or $.0765/ks.
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Total revenues allowed for 12 enterprises to achieve long

run viability. These srere enterprises 9, 17, 18 and 20

through 28, inclusive. Mean production generated by this
group Ì.¡as 5 ,608 .2 kgs. Average net operat ing prof i t was

91942.07 or $. 34 63/ks.

A,? INDEXATÏON OF OUTLYING LÀKES

The thirty-four (34) outlying lakes fished by South

Indian Lake fishermen during 1985 were surveyed for cost and

revenue information. The normal costs of fishing v¡ere based

on the Southern Indian Lake fishery sample (section 4.2.2)

and transportation costs were based on provincial government

Fishery Branch inf ormation. Sales revenues r.¡ere based on a

three year average product and species mi>r applied to the
'1 985 initial price and f inal- payment as estimated in section

3.2.1 .

4.3.1 Weiqhted Àveraqe Revenues

The weighted average sales revenue, over al-1 outlying
lakesr wâs $1.0422/kg. as compared to ç.9178/kg. from'

Southern Indian Lake. The higher average revenue is due to a

more vaIuabIe product species mix (rigure 6).

Freight subsidy mean average revenues were also higher

than those of Southern Indian Lake averaging $.1812/kg. as

compared to ç.1717/kg. In that the provincial freight
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other (A.2%)

SOUTHERN INDIAN LAKE 1985

Export Whites (24.O%)
Pickerel (28.3%)

Northern Pike (17.4%)

Pickerel (+4.O%)

Cont. Whites (3O.1%)

OUTLYING LAKES 1983 - 198:

Other (2.1%)
Export Whites (12.3%)

Cont. Whites (7.O%)

Cutter Whites (9.4%)

Pike (25.2%)

Components of Sales Revenue - Southenn Indian and
0ut lyi ng I aKes

Northern

F igune 6:
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subsidy does

production,

lake product

production,

completely

assoc iated wi

not apply to pickerel or cutter whitefish

which together account for 43.2% of outlying

ion and only 11.59% of Southern Indian

(nigure 7) the $.0095/kg. difference does not

reflect the higher transportation costs

th fishinq outlying Iakes.

The '1 985 SILCFÀ subsidy program al-located a f ixed rate of

$.8379/kg. to be paid on production of all species from all

outlying lakes. Weighted average revenue and cost

inf ormat ion f or outlying IaI.,es i s summar izeð in TabIe 1 '1
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SOUTHERN INDIAN LAKE 1985

othe.r (o."%)
Pickerel (1 1.6%)

Northern Pike (17.9%)

Pickerel (1e.8%)

Northern Pike (2a.5%)

cont. Whites (43'3%)

OUT LY I NG LAKES 1 983 - 1 985

Export Whites (15.2%)

whites ("7.O%)

Cont. Whites (11 .2%)

Cutter Whites (23.4%)

Components of Pnoductjon - Southenn Indìan and
0ut I yi ng I altes

Other (1.9%)

F igure 7:
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TÀBLE 11

Outlying Lakes: Weighted Average Revenues and Costs

¿,?) Weiqhted Averaqe Costs

The weighted mean unit transportation cost, over all

lakes, v¡as $.4061/kg. The weighted mean average variable

cost, over all outlying lakes ' was estinated to be

$1.221Skg. ($.9729/kg. (average total variable cost as per

Southern rndian Lake) - $.1 515/kg. (unit transportation

costs, Southern I ndian to Leaf Rapids ) + $ .406 1 /ng.

Revenues

Sales only $i.0422/ks.

Freight Subsioy $.18t2/ks.

SILCFA Subsidy $.837e/ks.

Total Àverage Revenues $2.0613/ks.

Cost s

Total Variable Costs g1 .2215/ks.

Semi Variable and Fixed fi .41 84/kg .

Total Operating Costs $1.639e/us.

Operating Prof it g .421 A/ks.
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(weighted mean unit transportation costs, outlying lakes to

Leaf Rapids) ) .rfre weighted mean average total operating

costs of fishing outlying lakes r^ras estimated to be

$1.6399/kg. ($1.3913/kg. (average total operating costs as

per Southern Indian Lake ) - $.157S/ks. ( ave rage

transportation costs, Southern Indian to Leaf Rapids) +

$.4061/kg. (weighted mean unit transportation costs,

outlying lakes to Leaf Rapids) ).

The combined weighted mean average revenues of the sales

and f reight subsidy components was S1 .2234/kg. This r.Ias

marginally greater than the average variable costs of

ç1.2215/kg. and , as such , allowed for short run economic

viability. with the addition of the $.8379/kg. sILcFÀ

subsidy the weighted mean average total- revenues exceeded

the average total operating costs al-J-owing for long run

economic viability

4.3.3 Economic Viabilitv: Individual Lakes

On the basis of the sales only component of revenue five
iakes generated revenues in excess of the normal variable

costs of fishing plus the costs of transporting the fish
from the particular lake to Leaf Rapids. These lakes were

Gauer, Leclair, Melvin, North Leclair and Opachuanau (tabIe

12) Àverage sales revenue from these Iakes was considerably

greater than the weighted mean from all outlying lakes

$1.4308/kg. as compared to ç1.0422/Ug. Às weI1, the weighted
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TABLE 12

indivìdual Outlying laKes - Average Costs and Revenues

Speci eg

Product lli r
Averaqe r

1985 1985 Freight SILCFA

Production Price Subsidy Sub:rdy-
(ltgs) {f/1,91 {f/[q) (f/(q)

lorral }let

Tot¿I Fishinq Irans Total Hei

Revenues Cost: Costs Costs Revgnues

Itll,gt (f/l.g) {¡/}tq) (f/l.q) (f/l:ql
la¡e o{ Lake

AshÌey 2258

Barr r ngton 3ó357

Bur kl ¿rrõ I 305

Chapran 1004

Chipexyan ó696

0enrson lllll
Dickinson 10126

Enatick 5{43

Fidler 195ó

F I o¿'. 982

6aler 38ri1ó

I ssett 28gir

ioroon '¿212
(apeetaüiiral 1985

l(asr I ll f0
Leciair 32b2

I'l¿ii¿ererracher 107óç

llcFadden 197

llcPhErs¡n 8ú87

llelvin ll75ó
loss I 185

liorth lndia¡ 9575

l¡o:-th Lecl air 4ilb
0p;chuarau 23117

Part¡idqe lreast ¡716

FÍ ne 1571

Ruriy 957(l

JY5pence 1984

Stony I 843

lhorseinso¡ ll7l1
Torr¿nre 1026

ljhl ¡an 115i3

l¡ddi e {318

lhy 10ó2

lotal s

t/l(q.

f0.sió ¡0.350 t0.8J8
3ú.822 t0.t?4 f0.838
¡0.871 ¡0.35r r(i.E:E
il.058 $0. i47 fú.836
il. t59 ¡0.251 fú,818
fú,705 t0.04 I f0.816
f0.6óó r0,II1 t0,818
|(.761 rú.111 r0.838
$ú.8e? r0,3:0 Í0.838
t0.974 t0.279 f(r.816
it.50? t0, tóú r0,8ls
fú,ó88 r0,K0 r0,018
il.115 ¡0,19" r0.s3B
f,l,7li t0,tr4? J0,8iE
to.7i1 f0.151 t0,838
ft,251 l(r,136 f(r.618
t(r.512 10,0:1 $0. EiÊ

fû.926 f0,28ú fú,818
f0,69(r f0,i50 f(j.B38
fi. Jsl r0.091 Í0. 6lË

J(r.ô71 f0.()il f0.818
tl ,2(t2 la,2b1 l(r. 8i8
fl.87f f0. t01 tú,838
¡r.251 ¡0.14.1 f0,8j8
t0.950 f0.3lB f(i,Et!
f(r. 92ú 1(r. 331 tir. 8-r8

tþ.81i i0,?t9 f0.838
fû.975 fC,288 f0.8it
f0.921 f0,091 f0.gi8
i0.918 f0,313 ¡(,.838
tl,(122 tî,t,L?i 30.8i8
fi.049 tú,30t f0.838
t0.82ú rú,524 s0.8tË
f0,iil t(r,lt5 t0,838

f2,024 fl.?11 fú.é10
$1.78i fl.234 f0.32u
f2.059 il.2J4 f0.67(¡
¡2,042 ¡1,214 f(¡.4ti1
¡2.251 il.2J4 f0,590
fI,58+ f1.234 f0.5S(,

31. ó15 fl.?i1 f0.350
ft,7lÉ, ¡i,231 s0,170

t2.o1a ft.231 J0,580

f:,090 fl .2¡1 fi,. lir(r
$:.500 fl.2-14 $0,400

ft.6?5 J!.234 f0.22fr
12,448 f!.231 30.650

$t.59¡ fl.234 Sû.510

fr.719 fI.234 3ú.ó10

J2,2?5 ri.îI4 t0,túil
il.121 ft,?14 Sú.410

f2,04é. {1.2.,4 îtr,28i
li.Ei6 Jl.214 f0.58(¡
f2.28: il.231 rC.3óü

fl,59t ft,!31 $ú.4ì(i
f2,l(rì tl,:11 fü,5i;(¡
f2,¡,jâ fl.131 f(.531
t2,?4it fl.2l4 fü,?úi
f2, lùÁ $1.:14 t(r.4ùi'
J2.0Ê9 11.?31 fi,.14(i
tt.9i1 $1.?t4 fù.?í,ü.
s:.101 $i.214 $ú.51c

f1.85ú il. î14 f0.20ú
f2.089 fl.2l4 $(ì,1t0
il.98i fr,:¡1 f0.40(l
f2.188 il.2t4 îú.510
fI.982 ft.?i4 f0.400
f1.911 ft,2I1 t0,52ú

il,874 tú. t5t

'l.554 
30.23ú

ll,9rJ4 t0,155
fl.ó34 f0.4('9
fr.821 10.4:.1

¡1.814 {rt,.230)
il.581 t0,0ll
sl.ó(r4 fú.1i2
fl.Bt4 s(r,:5ó
f1.531 rû.557

ft,ót4 $ü.8åi
il.451 i0.t72
ft.881 3ú.561

fl.7{4 $ó.141!
S1,811 (f0,(!95)

f!.634 f0,5el
î1,ê14 (t0.:2(r,

$1 .5 r 1 $ù. 5l:
fl,8i1 f0.(ìó1
¡i,591 f0.ó8i
fl.7ú1 (f0.il4)
fl.7l1 s0. 57i
¡1.7ö1 ti.(r15
fi,4¡1 ¡fJ.8'!ró

$i.Ò11 fii.lì:
il.ó74 ¡0,115

il,414 f0.495
f!.7{4 fû. l:i
tl.1-14 f0.416
fl,ót4 f0.415
fi, ó11 s0, i5:
fI.711 fr,441
ft,6i4 r0.i19
fl.751 ft, i9ü

258995 f2ô9r911 f4òr930 t2lir0l2 f331,876 fJI9,5{E fl03,lt7 t121,715 tl0ç,!óú
¡1.0422 f0.l8t2 ¡0.8179 f2,0ót3 il.2is8 s0,4ú61 il.6399 rú,4î15
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average transportation costs for these lakes v¡as $.3494/kg

against ihe overall weighLed mean of $.4061/kg.

with the addition of the freight subsidy unit of revenue,

an additional eight lakes were able to achieve average

revenues in excess of average variable costs. These vrere

Lakes Chipewyan, Float , Jordon, !"lcFadden, North I ndian,

Partridge Breast, Thorsteinson and Uhlman. Weighted average

revenues from the sales and freight subsidy aggregate from

these lakes was $1.4835/kg. comÞared to 91.2234 for all
outlying Iakes. Weighted average transportation costs for

these lakes, conversety, wâs greater for these lakes

(s.¿:32/kg.) than that of all outtying Iakes ($.4061/kg.).

with the addition of the SILCFÀ subsidy the average total
revenues exceeded the average variable costs of all outlying

lakes.

Long run economic viabi I i ty requi res that average

revenues exceed average total operating costs. Àverage total
operating costs vrere assumed to be equal to that of Southern

lndian Lake with the exception of the transportation cost

component. Àverage total costs, therefore, lrere 91.2338/kg.

plus the unit transportation cost.

One lake, North LecIair, generated average revenues from

sales in excess of average total operating costs. North

Leclair Lake produced average revenues from sales of

$1.874/kg against average total costs of fi1.7638/kg.
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On the basis of sales and freight subsidy aggregate, two

lakes, North Leclair and Gauer, achieved average revenues in

excess of average total operating costs, Weighted average

sales and freight subsidy revenues from these two lakes was

$1 .7094/X.g. Weighted average transportation costs v¡ere

marginally greater than the over all mean ($.41 99/kg.

against $.40 61 /kg.) .

The average total revenues exceeded average total
operating costs in all but f ive l-akes. These were Lakes

Den i son , Kapeetauk imak , Kas i k , Mac kereracher and I'loss .

I^ieighteo average total- revenues from these lakes was

$1.5085/kg. as compared to the overall weighted average of

92.0613/Ug. These lakes produced a much higher !¡eighted

proportion of cutter whitefish (77.12%) than the overalL

outlying lake proportion of 23.44%. Às well the weighted

average costs of transportat ion from these lakes v¡as

fi.4737/kg. or $.0676/Ug. higher than the overall mean.
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Chapter V

DI SCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The results of the previous chapter indicated that in

order for the Southern Indian Lake and outlying lakes

fisheries to achieve long run economic viability substantial

subsidization was required. The extent of the subsidization

that occurred during the 1985 program, however, $¡as not

sustainable given the interest revenue received on the fund.

Àssuming that estimates made in the research regarding

future interest rates prove to be reasonably accurate a

reduction in annual expenditures is reguired if the fund and

subsidy program are to be continued.

While the SILCFÀ is under no formal obligaLion to

perpetuate the capital fund, the membership have decided to

do so. Àt a meeting of the membership on May 27, 1986 a

motion r''as put forward Iimiting 1986 expenditures to less

than expected annual interest revenues. The motion carried

with no dissentíng votes.

The fol-lowing sections will examine and discuss the

implications of a reduction in subsidy expenditures of the

magnitude approved by the SILCFÀ. The discussion wiIl be
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Iimited to effects on the Iong run viability of the fishery

as this is the normal time horizon except under such

c i rcumstance as ant ic ipated ret i rement of an enterpr i se .

ÀS wel1, the discussion assumes that the total amount and

timing of production by individua)- enterprises would occur

exactly as it did during the 1985 season. While, in fact,

the availability and magnitude of the subsidy, most Iikel-y

did have Some effect on production, this assumption is

useful- in illustrating the impact of the subsidy on economic

viabi 1i ty .

5.2 PROPOSED 1986 SUBSIDY PROGRÀM

The proposed 1986 subsidy program differs from the 1985

and other previous programs in several aspects, the most

important being that total expenditures are both reduced and

predetermined. Total expenditures are not to exceed

$1 30,000.00. This amount would require an annuaf interest

rate of 7.56% in order to sustain the present balance. Other

proposed changes and features of the program are:

¡ Cutter whitefish production would no Ionger receive

subsidy. rnitial prices for cutter whitefish for 1 986

as established by the FFMC are ç.243/kg. In that cutter

whitefish production is also not subsidized under the

Manitoba Freight AssisÈance Program it vtaS considered

too unprofitable to continue subsidy during 1 986.

Cutter whitefish production accounted for 23.4% of. the
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total outlying lake production of 258,995 kgs. Total

subsidy expenditures on cutter whitefish production

Þmounted to $50,781 .

Southern Indian Lake production wi

maximum of 181,416 kgs, Outlying

be subsidized to a maximum of

changes represent reduct i ons of

respectively, from 1985.

Outlying Iakes production will

11 be subsidized to a

lake production wiIl
113,379 kgs. These

26.8% and 56 .2%,

be subsidized at an

average rate of of 40% more than that of Southern

Indian Lake. In addition, the subsidy rates of outlying

Lakes will be such that all transportion costs borne by

the producer will be offset by the program. Às such,

all lakes are assigned individual SILCFÀ subsidy rates

reflecting different transportation costs. Out 1y i ng

Iake production wiIl be subsidized an average rate of

$.5336/kg.The average transportation cost, paid by

f i shermen, from the outlying lakes during 1985 was

g.4379/kg. leaving an average residual of g.0956/kg"

paid on the specified amount of production from all
Iakes. This rate of subsidization represents a

reduction of 36.3% from the 1985 program.

Southern Indian Lake production, to the maximum

subsidized amount, wiIl receive a rate of $.3808/kg.

This rate represents a reduction of 21.3% from the 1985

program.
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The proposed subsidy rates are confined to the first

181,416 kgs. from Southern Indian Lake and 113,379 kgs. from

outlying lakes. This is Iikely to compet fishermen to

compete for available subsidy and, as such¡ preclude them

from timing their fishing activities exclusiveiy on the

basis of their perceptions of the most favorable conditions.

This, possibl-y negative, characteristic of the program was

considered necessary due to the ef fort requi red to

administer a program that would ensure the availability of a

iimited amount of subsidy throughout the fishing season.

tr2 SOUTHERN INDIAN LAKE FISHERY

The following sections consider the ramifications of the

proposed 1986 subsidy program by examining the impact the

program would have had on the sampled enterprises of the

'1985 f ishery. The discussion considers the changes to

economic viability that would have occurred to the sample

aggregatei production intervals and individual enterprises.

5.3. 1 Sampfe Àqqreqate

The 1986 proposal aIlows for 181,416 kgs. of subsidized

production from Southern Indian Lake. Assuming that the

sample $ras representative of the f ishery in terms of the

tirning of production , 65,547 kgs. of production would have

been real-ized by the sampled enterprises and subsidized at a

rate of $.3808/kg. At this point in time the maximum amount
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of subsidy would have been allocated and thereafter the

remaining 23,990 kgs. produced by the sampled enterprises

woul-d have received no subsidy. Thi s would resul-t in an

overall- average rate of subsidization of 5.2788/Xg. This

blending of subsidized and unsubsidized production and the

resultant overall rate of subsidy is illustrated for both

the population of Southern Indian Lake enterprises and the

selected sample enterprises in TabIe 13

Àverage total revenues, based on 1985 production and the

reduced rate and maximum amount of subsidized production

would be $1.3683/kg. or $.1408/ kg. Iess than that of 1985.

Total average operating costs during 1985 were $1.3913/kg.

and, therefore, the sample aggregate would no longer be

economically viable in the long run.

ioss would be $. 02 3/kg.

The average operating
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TABLE '1 3

Maximum Subsidized Production and Resultant Subsidy Race

Populat i on

Total Productron 247 ,814 kgs.

Subsidized Production
X Subsidy Rate
= Total Subsidy

181 ,41 6 kgs.
$ . 38 08/ ks.

$69,083.

Unsubsidized Production
X. Subsidy Rate
= Total Subsidy

66,398. kgs.
$0 .00/ ks.

$0.00

Resultant Subsidy Rate =
$69,083./247,814 kgs. = fi .27 87 /kg .

Sample

Total ProductÍon 89 ,537 kgs.

Subsidized Production
X Subsidy Rate
= Total Subsidy

65,547 kgs.
$. 38 08/ks.

ç24,960.

Unsubs idized Product i on
x Subsidy Rate
= Total Subsidy

23 ,990 kgs.
$0.00/ug.

$0.00

Resultant Subsidy Rate
ç24 ,960 . / Ag ,537 = $.27e7 /xg.
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tr?a Produc t i on Intervals

Carrying the assumption regarding the timing of

production to the various intervals of production - i.e. the

same proportion of production would be caught during the

availability of subsidy by enterprises of all- intervals -
resufts in no changes occurring to the long run economic

viabilities as a result of the decrease in subsidy revenues.

The average total costs oi the 4000 6000, 6000 - 8000,

8000 - 1 0 ,000 and 10,000 - 12,000 kgs interval-s would

continue to be Less than the average toLal- revenues of

$1.3683/kg. Àverage operating losses of the 0 - 2000 and

2000 4000 ks. intervals would increase by the amount

which subsidy revenues were decreased as a result of the

reduced amount and rate of subsioy - $.1408/kg.

5.3.3 Individual Enterprises

By hypothetically reducing the subsidy received by the

individual enterprises to account for the proposed

reductions in subsidy rates and amount of production

subsidized, it is possible to estimate the effect the

reduction woul-d have on individual enterprises. The

reduction was again carried out on the assumption that all

individual enterprises achieved the same proportion of

production during the availability of subsidy.
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Of the twelve (12) enterprises that were able to achieve

economic viability cn the basis of aII components of revenue

ten (10) would have remained viable despite the reduction in

subsidy revenue. The two enterprises that would have been

unable to achieve long run viability given this rate and

amount of subsidy were enterprises 17 and 18. Enterprises 9

and 20 through 28 i.nclusive retained their viable status.

5.3 .4 Summary

The 1 985 subsidy program allowed for the the sample

aggregate to achieve long run viability. The rate and

amount of production subsidized according to the proposed

1986 program did not allow for aggregate viability. The 1986

prograrn had considerably less impact on the viability of

individuaL enterprises or enterprises grouped according to

production intervals. No changes would be expected to occur

to the viability of enterprises.grouped according to

production intervals. Individual enterprises able to

achieve economic viability were reduced from twelve (12) to

ten (10).

The above was due, in large part, to the high proportion

of enterprises that displayed relatively low production.

These enterprises constituted the Iarge majoritlz of those

that were unable to achieve economic viability despite the

subsidy program. Nearly one - quarter (24.52%) of the total

amount, of subsidy paid to the sampled enterprises during
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1985 accrued to Lhese enterprises. These payments reduced

economic losses j.ncurred by these enterprises and,

therefore, âssisted in the aggregate achieving viability:
The lower average costs displayed by the enterprises

achieving larger amounts of product ion and economic

viability v¡ere such that the

less significant impact.

reduced subsidy revenues had

Ê.^ OUTLYING LÀKES

The proposed 1986 subsidy program undertakes to subsidize

production from outlying
transportation costs incurred

fish to Leaf Rapids plr.is a

subsidy plan also limits the

which subsidy r¡il1 be paid.

lakes according to the

by fishermen in delivering
smaLler residual amount.The

total amount of production on

The following sections will determine the impacts these

conditions would have had on the viability of fishing
outlying lakes according to the conditions that prevailed

during 1985. This assumption ignores the effect that the

availability and magnitude of subsidy had on fishing
activity in order to illustrate its impact on economic

viability. A further assumption regarding the timing of

production, similar tc that employed in the analysis of the

Southern Indian Lake fishery, is also employed in this
anaJ.ysis and, therefore, production from all outlying lakes

is assumed Lo consist of constani proportions of subsidized

and unsubsidized production.
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5.4.1 Weiqhted Àveraqe Costs and Revenues

The major changes of the proposed 1 986 program as they

pertain to outlying lakes are the reduced rate and amount of

production subsidized and the curtailment of subsidy on

cutter whitefish production. While the average rate of

subsidy proposed to occur in 1986 is 36% l-ower than the rate

applied across all lakes during 1985, the average rate

applied in this analysis is significantly lower again. This

is due to the proposed condition that the total amount

subsidized is not to exceed 1i3,379 kgs. nhile in 1 985

subsidy was paid on 258,995 kgs. of this amount 59,980 kgs.

veere cutter whitef ish. The comparable amount of 1 985

production applied to the analysis, therefore, is 199,015

kgs. It is assumed that cutter whitefish production wiIl

approximate the three year average of 23.4% but in the

absence of subsidization the post-capture unit costs of ice

and transportation exceed average revenues and, therefore,

it is unlikely to be shipped except perhaps in order to

utilize otherwise wasted aircraft cargo capacity (R.Hay,

pers.comm. ) . The blend of subsidized and unsubsidized

production results in the overall average rate of subsidy

being less than the rate paid on subsidized production.

The changes proposed in the 1 986 program cause changes to

occur to all components of revenue. Àverage sales revenues

and freight subsidy revenues increase due to the curtailment

of cutter whitefish production. SILCFÀ subsidy revenue

decreases as per the proposed program. (tab1e 14).
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TABLE 14

weighted Mean unit Revenues: outlying lakes 1986 subsidy
Program

Revenues

Sales only $1 .0546/ks.

Freight Subsidy $.2520/kg.

SILCFÀ Subsidy $.3042/xg.

Total Unit Revenues $1.61t0/kg.

Total Operating Costs $1.63ee/ks.

Total Operating Loss $0.028 9/us.

unit revenues, according to the hypothesized

, above, are less than the total unit operating

$1.6399/kg. The outlying lakes, oo aggregate,

would no longer be economically viable.

5.4.2 I ndividual Lakes

Total

situation
costs of

the re f ore

Based on 1985 production values and

proposed 1986 subsidy program seven

demonstrated viability as compared to

the conditions of t.he

of the oullying lakes

twenty-nine (29) in
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1 985. These lakes vrere Gauer, Jordon, Lecrair, Melvin,
North Indian, North Leciair and opachuanau. This
information is presented in Table 15. The weighted mean

unit revenues from sales from these lakes was $1 .3 676/kg.
Net transportation costs to fishermen averaged $0.31+3/kg.
or $0.0352/kg. less than the overarl weighted mean. Because

the proposed SILCFA subsidy, and to a lesser extent the
provincial freight subsidy, are based on transportation
costs, they too r.¡ere lower than the overall means of $0.2390
and $0. 1835/kg., respectively.
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TABLE 1 5

Proposed 1986 SILCFA Subsidy Prognam: Outlying Lakes

Specieg

Product llix
Average r
1985 FreÍ9ht SILCFA

Price Subsidy SubsÍdy
(fi K9) (f/K9) {t/(9)

Xor¡¡l liei
lotal Fishing lrans Tot¿l }iei

RevenueE Costs Costs Costs Revenues

{f/kq} (f/l.g) (f/l(g) (f/},9} (S/Xqì

lia¡e ol L¡le

ßshl ey
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luckl and

Chapran

Chrpexyan

Oen l son

Di ckinson

En¿tÍck
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FI o¿t
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I sseit
J orrion

Xapeetrukr rair

l(esi k

Leclair
larhererr¿cher
I'lcF¿cide¡

lcPherson

l'lelvin
lloss

liorth Inir ¡r'
liorth Leclair
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Partrrdge úreast
Pi ne

Rust y

JYSpence

Stot''y

Ihorseinson
ïorrance
lJhl¡¿n

laddie
lhv

2258 S0.83ó f0.350 f0,437 ll.6?l
t7ó33 f0.ó09 f0.301 f0,251 $l.l6i'
t305 r(r,87t f0.35( f0.454 fr,ó75
óó6 J0.919 t0.2ó5 f0.299 ¡1.181

6ó96 ft.159 tú,254 tu,4(r8 ft.82t
2160 t0.391 t0.5úó t0.402 ll.l0l
3i3ó î0.4('á f0.331 ¡0.270 il.008
x4a f0,53'ì f0.314 ¡0.282 Sl.l25
195ó $0.88? ¡0,35û t0.4þ2 ll,ó35
9S2 t0.971 J0.279 t0.242 f1.19{

15051 ¡i.{7û t0, lB7 tb.299 11.95ó

1359 r0,470 to.zi\ rú, 19ó tú.897

19ó9 fl,394 f0.2ll f0.44i l:,(,4ç
5ù0 rú.409 r0.304 tú.3¿? 11,074

158ó f0.55Í tû.32é tú.419 ll.J0(l
2101 fl.t4? tí,?28 ¡u.2ç9 fl,6É9
r906 f0.193 10,342 t0.305 t0.839

l9i f0.928 fú.280 ¡0.?3(r fl.4:Ê,
8087 30.ò9'r f0,lsir ,0,4i? f!,142
9571 31.228 fü,t9i t0.276 fr,70i
llg5 f(r.lBå 10.32J ¡ú,139 11,046

9375 tr.2A7 tþ.2ò.1 f0.35¿ 11,826

{576 f1.87(r Í0,099 f0.3i3 f2.341

234t7 il.251 tú,145 î0.l81 il.586
37t6 t0.95ú ¡0,318 ¡0.?99 ¡1,5ó7
15i4 f0.920 ¡û.131 r0,J22 11,573

5570 r0.8i: t0,2t9 t0, t84 ft.275
t981 r0.973 f0.288 t0.J62 Í.625
t095 t0.754 r0.t82 ¡0.184 11.120

t3711 ¡0.9t I t0.353 10.305 S1.555

610 10.855 r0.2ó9 r0,299 fl.4:3
t{5¡7 fl.019 ¡0.30r lú.3ó2 tL.7tî.
t3t8 f0.820 r0,324 ¡0.299 il.111
10ó2 t0.77 I Jú,335 t0. Jó8 $l ,171

s0. ó10 ft .874 (¡0.25i )

f6.120 J1.551 (fo.-:tçö;

t0,É70 f1,904 (f0.22?)

tú.{00 fr.631 ($0,l5ir
t0.590 il,824 (Sú.úûl)

t0.58(r fÍ,814 (f0.7lS)

i0.t50 f1,584 (f0.57É)

f0.37ú fl.6(14 ($(r.47t)

r0,590 fr.8i1 $ú.179)
f0.30[ ti.534 (i0.040r

$0,40iì ll.ô14 30.123

,0,2?t f1,454 (f0,55i)
f0.65(¡ 11.884 fú,i6:
f0.51(i fl.7l4 (fú.óéçi
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f0.4t(r ti,ó14 (tÍ.Èi'5Ì
fi,2E(r fl.5l4 {fù,07ór
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tú.36(ì íi.591 1(r,l!?
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fú.5(r0 ft,714 10.09?

f0.5t0 ti,764 f0,57ç
f0.200 fr .434 r{']. t53
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5.4.3 Summary

The conditions of the 1 986 SILCFÀ subsidy program propose

to reduce the rate of subsidy by 36.3% and the amount of

production subsidized by 56.2%. These conditions will result

in a decrease in expenditures of $156,445 from those of

1985. It is not surprising, therefore, that the the most

profound changes expected will occur within the outlying

lakes f i shery.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS AND ALTERNATIVE APPROÀCHES

6.1 CONCLUSTONS

The results of the research have shown that the 1 985

Southern Indian and outlying Iakes fisheries reguired

considerable subsidization in order to achieve economic

viability. In the case of the sampled enterprises of the

Southern Indian Lake fishery the research indicated that

twelve (12) of the twenty-eight Q8) enterprises v¡ere able

to achieve long run viability with the inclusion of the

freight and SILCFÀ subsidies. Unfortunately, in spite of

receiving 25% of. the total subsidy expenditures sixteen (16)

of the enterprises remained economically unviable. These

enterprises were generally characterized by low production

volumes. This situation suggests that a minimum level of

harvest is required, in addition to subsidization, if total
costs are to be covered. In the case of the outlying lakes

fisheries that with the inclusion of the freight and SILCFA

subsidies average total revenues exceeded average total

costs on twenty-nine (29) of thirty-four (34) Iakes. In this
regard, inspite of. receiving 11% of. the subsidy expended on

outlying Iakes, average t.otaI costs exceeded average total

revenues, inclusive of subsidy, on five lakes. This
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situation suggests that these lakes are beyond the margin of

economic viability.

It would appear that the subsidy rate of fi.484/kg. for

Southern Indian Lake in 1985 was insufficient to permit all
enterprises, regardless of production vol-umes, to cover

their total costs. Similarly. the subsidy rate of $.838/Ug.

was insufficient to cover total costs on aIl Iakes. Further,

attempts to increase subsidy rates to cover costs,

regardiess of the leve1 of production or lake fished, would

quickly dissipate, even further, the principle upon which

the subsidy programs are based.

The proposed conditions of the 1 986 program applied to
the 1985 productior¡, revenue and cost data of the sampled

enterprises resulted in relatively minor changes to

individual economic viability. The Iarger reductions in

outlying Iake subsidization caused somewhat more significant
changes. In either case individuals operating enterprises

wiII have to contend with reduced unit revenues.

Àny conclusions drawn frorn research pertaining to a

traditional economic activity such as the Southern Indian

Lake commercial fishery must consider the perceptions and

attitudes of the individuals involved. The principle of

generating maximum profits is cenLral to the micro-economic

theory of the firm. Whether such a principle is central to

al1 individuals operating within the traditional commercial
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fishery is questionable, if unlikeIy. Benefits accruing to

participants in the iishery such as income-in-kind from the

domestic consumption of fish, non-fishing use of skiffs and

eI igibl i ty for unemployment insura.nce benef its tend to

reduce the importance of economic profits as a criteria in

the individuals decision as to whether or not to continue

f ishing operations.

The traditional activity of partaking in the commercial

f ishery acts to reinforce the social structure of the

community. As such, the perpetuation of a capital fund that

provides a reduced amount of revenue for the subsidization

of tile f i strery v¡oul-d appear to be pref erable to one , such as

that of 1985, that provide larger amounts of subsidy at the

expense of future 
, 
availability. The conditions proposed

under the 1 986 program appear to be an important anC

necessary first step.

It is important to note that the intention to perpetuate

the capital fund for the purposes of the subsidization of

fishing activities has considerable implications regarding

the purchasing power of funds in future years. I f

subsidization in future years is to be of the same magnitude

as that of the 1 986 program the integrity of the capital
fund and the interest revenues received thereon must be

protected so that future subsidy programs are able to

provide the same level of subsidy in real dollars and not

merely nominal dollars. The implication, therefore, is that
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only the revenues from the capital fund that represent the

time value of money - that is the difference between the

interest rate received on the fund and the inflation rate

are in fact available for subsidy in any particular year.

The cont inued expenditure of the total annual interest
revenues will result in a capital fund maintained in nominal

dolLars but eroded by inflation so that the real value of

the subsidy may be far less than at present. This reality
may restrict the number of options available to the SILCFÀ

given their expressed desire to perpetuate the fund.

The SILCFÀ have implied

proposed 1986 program; firstly
and secondly that subsidy

participants in the fishery.
briefly discuss alternatives to

two object ives through the

that the fund be perpetuated

be made available to ali
The following sections will
the second objective.

6.2 ALTERNÀTTVE APPROÀCHES

The proposed 1986 SILCFÀ subsidy program will reduce the

Southern Indian Lake subsidy rate to $.3808/kg. In addition

the subsidy will be terminated at such time as 181,416 kgs.

are realized. Similarly, the rate of subsidy on outlying

lakes will be reduced to an average rate of $.5336/kg. Àt

such time as 113,379 kgs. of production are realized the

subsidy will be terminated. These conditions were considered

necessary in order to perpetuate Èhe capital fund.
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The following sections will briefly examine and discuss

alternative approaches to the objective of providing

subsidization to aIl participants in the Southern Indian and

outlying Iakes fisheries. The al-ternatives examined

represent not only a departure from previous objectives but,

as well, somewhat opposite ends of a policy continuum. They

are intended, therefore, to provi.de an initial framework for

changes to future programs, if such are considered.

The alternative strategies examined apply to both the

Southern Indian and outlying lakes fisheries. The first

alternative discussed is a "policy of viability". Under such

a policy it might be possible to provide a subsidy only to

those enterprises that achieve a minimum leveI of production

on Southern Indian Lake. For the outlying lakes it might be

possible to provide a level of subsidy to those lakes that

were within the margin of viability, inclusive of the

subs idy.

The second alternative discussed might be considered as

an "income distribution" policy. Under such a policy it

might be possible to limit subsidies to fishing enterprises

in the lower production intervals in order that their total

costs could be covered. Similarly, the subsidy could be

limited only to those lakes requiring a subsidy to cover

average total costs.
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The above alternative approaches to subsidization are

examined on the basis of the conditions that occurred during

1 985 and ignores changes that may occur as a , result of the

conditions of a particular subsidy program.

6.2.1 vleÈ.iljga Àlternative

It was noted that during 1 985 sixteen ( 1 6) sampled

enterprises on Southern Indian Lake did not cover total
operating costs in spite of receiving 25% of the total-

subsidy allocated. These enterprises vrere contained

exclusively within the 0 - 2000 and 2000 4000 kg.

production intervals. This suggests that a minimum fevel of

production is reguired, in addition to subsidy, in order to
achieve economic viabi I i ty. I n order to encourage

enterprises to realize a leve1 of production r+hich, ât

least, approaches that required in order to offset operating

costs it might be possible to require an enterprise to

achieve a minirnum level in order to qualify for subsidy.

Based on the 1985 sample a level of 5000 kgs. ( ttre cl-ass

mark of the lowest viable interval ) appears to be a

reasonable approxirnation and is therefore chosen for
i llustrat ion .

Were all
minimum of

srltticient
qualifying

enterprises on Southern Indian Lake to harvest a

5000 kgs. a subsidy rate of ç.256/kS. would be

to offset the total operating costs of all
enterprises. This rate equals the difference
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between the average revenues from sa

and the average total operating costs

interval.

and freight subsidy

the 4000 6000 kg.

les

of

The sampled enterprises of the 4000 kgs. and above

intervals realized 65.6% of. the total sample production. If

the sample was representative of the populat i on

approximately 162,57 6 kgs. of the to+-al 1985 production of

247,814 kgs. was realized by these enterprises. At a subsidy

rate of $.256/Ug. 162,576 kgs. would require total subsidy

expenditures of fi41 ,620. The proposed 1 986 program a]lows

for a maximum of 181,416 kgs. at a rate of $.3808/kg.

resulting in total- expendiiures of over $69,000. Àt the

Ior,¡er subsidization rate 269,855 kgs. could be subsidized

for the same amount of total expenditures.

The 1 985 outlying lakes subsidy program allowed for all

but five of the 34 outlying lakes to achieve average

revenues in excess of average costs. The conditions of the

1986 program appJ-ied to the 1985 fishery indicated that only

seven of these lakes would prove to be viable. À subsidy

prograín intended to achieve economic efficiencies would

differ from the above programs in that it would restrict

subsidy to production on certain lakes only.

Restricting subsidy to production on the seven lakes that

can be expected to achieve viability based on the 1986

program would result in total expenditures on subsidization
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of ç26,334. paid on 89,383

therefore would be E.294/kg

per the 1 986 program. Total

would be reduced by $34,165.

average subsidy,

$. s3 36/ ug. as

on,subsidization

kgs. The

as compared to

expendi tures

Alternatively subsidy could be extended to a greater

number of lakes and withheld from those expected to exhibit
the Iargest operating l-osses. For illustrative purposes the

seven lakes expected to produce operating losses in excess

of g.5A/kq. are selected. withholding subsidy from these

lakes would result in a reduction in subsidy expenditures of

94214. Again this money could be used to regenerate the

capi ta1 fund, or real-located to subsidize increased

production or increased subsidy rates on other more

prof itable lakes.

6.2.2 Income Distribution Alternative

À program designed to encourage a social objective of

distributing income, rather than achieving economic

efficiencies, within the primary harvesting sector could

provide subsidy to those enterprises or outlying lakes that
required it in order to achieve average revenues sufficient
Lo offset average total costs.

In the case of the Southern indian Lake fishery sample

the economically unviable enterprises were largely
restricted to the 0 - 2000 and 2000 4000 kg. production
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intervals. In order to assist these enterprises in achieving

economic viability a program could be implemented that would

provide a subsidy rate equal to the difference between the

average variable costs of the tv¡o production intervals and

the average revenues from sales and freight subsidy. Such a

program, therefore, would apply different rates of subsidy

to different levels of production. The difference between

average total costs and average revenues from sales and

f reight subsidy of the 0 - 2000 kg. interval v¡as $1.4506/kg.
(92.5401 - $1.0895) and ç.4939/ks. ($1.5834 1.0895) for

TÀBLE 16

Required Subsidy Rates: Income Distribution Àlternative

Ehe 2000 4000 k9. interval (TabIe 16).

Produc t i on
Intervals

Àverage
Total
Cost s
(fi/xs)

Average
Revenues
(saIes +
Fre i ght )

( 
E /t<g)

Requi red
Subs i dy

( ç /xg)

Total
Prod.

(Kg)

Total
Expend-
i tures

($)

0 - 2000 2.5401 1 .089s 1 .4506 12 , 109 17,565

2 - 4000 1 .5834 1 .089s .4939 18,688 9 ,230

Tota 1 s 30,797 26,795
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By lirniting subsidy to production from enterprises

realizing Iess than 4000 kgs. expenditures on the' 1985

sampled enterprises would be $26,795. Àssuming that the

sample was representative of the population in terms of the

distribution of production total expenoitures would amount

to approximately $74,000.

The obvious deficiency of such a program is that it

represents a disSincentive to enterprises to achieve over

4000 kgs of production in that by so doing they would no

longer gualify for subsidy. To correct for this the same

Ievels of subsidy would have to be paid to all producers

(i.e. $1.4506/kg. for the first 2000 kgs.; $.4939/kg. for

the next 2000 kgs.). This woul-d result in expenditures on

subsidy to sampled enterprises of fi61,796. Applied to the

population of 1 985 enterprises expenditures would exceed

9171 ,000. Based on past observations expenditures of this

magnitude are clearly not sustainable.

A program intended to encourage income distribution on

the outlying lakes might provide a rate of subsidy to each

of the outlying lakes that would exactly offset the

difference between average total costs and average revenues

from sales and freight subsidy.

In order to increase average total revenues of each of

the twenty-seven (27) outlying lakes that would fail to

generate positive net revenues, according to the conditions
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of the proposed 1 986 program, to a point where average

revenues equal average total costs a subsidy expenoiture of

$61,549 would be required. This amount, however, would be

partially offset by a reduction in subsidy expendi'uures on

the seven lakes that exhibited positive net revenues.

Subsidy in excess of the amount by which average total
revenues exceed average total- costs in these Iakes amounts

to ç20,347 . The total amount of subsidy required to offset
average total costs across all- outlying Iakes, therefore,
would be 941 ,202.

6.2.3 Summary

The conditions of the proposed 1 986 subsidy program

represent a departure from past programs in that the total
amount of expenditures are limited. Às well subsidy rates

under the 1986 program are considerably reduced from 1985.

The 1986 program, however, proposes that subsidy continued

to be available to all producers.

The research has demonstrated that severaL of the

enterprises active on Southern InCian Lake during 1985 were

unable , inspite of subsidization, to achieve economic

viability. These enterprises tended to be in the lower

production intervals. Similarly several of the outlying
lakes generated average revenues from sales and freight
subsidy far less than average costs. The amount of subsidy

expended during 1985 has also been demonstrated to be beyond
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that which can be sustained given the present balance of the

capital fund and the range of interest revenues that can be

expected to accrue to it.

Alternatives to extending subsidy to aIl producers and

across aII of the outlying lakes has been briefly examined.

À decision on the part of the SILCFA to adopt any aspects of

alternative programs will likely be based on their

assessment of the 1986 program. The research suggests that a

considerable proportion (64%) of Southern Indian Lake

enterprises will experience operating Iosses and only seven

of thirty-four outlying lakes will generate positive net

revenues during 1 986.

The decision to attach conditions to future subsidy

programs in order to achieve an objective requíres that some

individuals wiII receive less subsidization than others.

This decision would undoubtedly be a difficult one to

implement. The research, however, suggests that such a

decision may be necessary.
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Appendix À

SAMPLEÐ ENTERPRISES: 1985 INcoME STÀTEMENT'
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Enterprise no.

Productlon (Kgs)

oei r veri es

Revenues
Bel ee
Est.Final Payment

tTotal Eìales Revenuel

I'IPFS

IEal es+Frei ght Subsi dyJ

SILCFA Compensation

Totrl Revenues

Variable Costs
Euppl i es
Labor
Provi si ons
Transportati on
Ice
Fuel

Total
Variable Costs

Semi-Variable Costs
Ll cence
UIC

Total
Bemi-Variable Costs

Gross
Operatlng Profit

(Loss)

Capi tal
Recovery Factor

Ski ffs
llotors
Total

Total Operating Costs

Net Operating Profit
(Loss)

156 335

14

(313å.68) (336.37)

f399. BO
f141. 1 I

rF540.91

fgo. o1

$620.92

j2t7.3l

tBsB.23

t47.48
t273.20
:t143.33
f13.37
$5. t7

*r29.87

*Ét4.42

flo, oo
$9.o2

3tg -02

t,204.79

:F550.48 S550.48 $550,48 $550.48
j742.90 t742.90 *742.90 i742.90

*1 ,293. 38 rFt | 2?5. SB 3l ,293- 58 r31 ,293- 38

*L t622.BL f 1r954.34 $2rO7S.59 ¡L 1926.82

(iÈ1 ,43O. Oé) ($l 1329.75) (i} I ,485- t7' (tt, OBB, 59)

s

424 z

5

4

504

B

teo.76 tsol.4åj26.2t f-t39.27

jro6.97 t,4é'0.73

'.2=.7â 
Sss.67

rË132.73 j4?4.40

*60. 02 l} 130. 19

jLq2.73 J6?4.3?

r'55. 40 $151.47
s34,40 fl57.åO
rc95.98 3203.23
$24.55

rFB, lEl $17.75
s9å.60 $155.70

r315, 11 *643.73

slo. oo rË10. oo
$4. 32 t7.2L

rll4, s2 f.t7.2t

t?âo. ê7
f,é4.76

t515,43

:FBå. 89

+4o2.32

f tB6. lo

fsBB.42

$138, 15
tt72. oo
$144,56
t76. t3
$25- 37

:FzOå. OB

j7â2.29

rÈ1O. OO
37.92

*17.92

tt,tqL.79,
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Entrrprl¡l no.

Production (Kgs)

Del lveri es

Revenues
Sal es
Est.Final PaYment

ITotal Eales Revenue]

HPFS

tsales+Frei ght SubsidYJ

SILCFA ÊomPensation

Total Revenues

Variable Cogts
Suppl i es
Labor
Provi si ons
Transportati on
Ice
Fuel

Total
Variable Costs

Semi-Variable trosts
Licence
UIC

Total
Semi-Variable Costs

Gross
Operating Profit

(Loss)

Capi tal
Recovery Factor

Ski ffs
llotors
Total

Total Operating Costs

Net Operating Profit
(Loss)

35.23.07

'-324.79
ja47.a6

:0119.21

*967.07

*322.34

tl r289.41

53rJ^7.28
$412. BO
j93.67

s146.52
*57.99

t161.45
jL rl79.7l

:ÈtO. OO
*t2.82

*22.42

$E}6. BB

3460.31
t277.Ag

f-7sa. t9

xt32.7q

$870.98

t323.75

tt r196.73

$215.54
*344. OO
$132. 85
$134.44

s4FJ.42
s331. 16

:È1,195.56

:È10. oo
$t 1.54

$21.34

(:È1El. 17)

*50o.77
$230.54

,Ë731. t 1

iL77.29

t1908.40

t3a7.6A

tlt,296. OB

*1a2. 04
fs7B.40

$40, oB
f 1sEl.60

:$54.60
s2=9.?9

tt ro73.7t

$10. oo
$12.45

$22.43

't9s.92

B

9èê

7

'3t6.70fl44.90

!}661. óO

f 198.45

f860. 03

i424. g5

3L r2B4.9g

f508.19
f240. BO
*149.07
$173. 84
*37 -95

f365.18

:S1r294.Os

:Ë1O. OO
$9.14

$19- 14

($28.19)

:Ë550.48
i742.90

tFl ,293. SEl

r¡2 | é06. 55

(fl,321 -57)

5

823

t2

6

855

10

7

900

11

+550.48
i742.90

t31 ,295.3E}

x2r495.9L

(:31 ,206.50)

fË550.48
*742.90

rÈ1 ,293. 38

f2,5O8.28

(sl .'311.55)

*550- 4El
t742.90

rtl,295.58

$2rS89.54

(#1rO95.46)
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Enterpri¡e no.

Production (Kgs)

Drl tvnrlç¡

Revenues
Bal es
Est.Final PaYment

tTotel Bales RevenueJ

l.lPFs

tEìal es+Frei ght SubsidYJ

SILCFA EomPensation

Total Revenues

Variable Costs
Suppl i es
Labor
Provi sions
Transportation
Ice
FueI

Total
Variable Costs

Semi-Variable Eosts
Li cence
UIC

Total
6emi-Vari¡ble Costs

Gross
Operating Profit

(Loss)

Capital
Recovery Factor

8kt ffs
l'4otors
Total

Total Bperating Costs

Net Operating Profit
(Loss)

$t r2=7.76
fs54.23

tt ,Bl 1.99

f99.10

:È1r911.OP

t476.Ot

$2r387- 10

$124.45
*206.40
$40,25

*t97.24
$é4- 91

+242.O3

:F875,50

$10. oo
fL?.?7

t22.97

*l ,4BB. 83

t550,48
J742.90

r} t ,293.38
j21r91.65

r}195.45

fa37 - 49
f34s.29

r}l , lBO- 78

t2t6. 84

*l 1397.62

fszå. s5

$t 1923.97

:F85. B1
t447.20
rt362. 89
f206.43
JtzS.99
*221.q6

+t ,45O.28

$to. oo
t17.37
j27.37

t446.52

t1

t55t

1B

ta62.76
fsoz.57

f 1r3å5.53

j262. êr

it 1627.?4

fê50. å3

f2125,F3-37

rS24.55
f619.20
t52. 85

$85.99
f187.40

*q69.97

*10, oo
s1B. 18

r;28. 1B

jt r2âo. 42

t?

15BS

13

$961. 19
f501.59

jt 1262.ã8

$310. 07

$11372-é5

f673.91

32 t24tJ.5â

$203.44
x447.20
3173. E¡3

$276.55
f145.35
s387.92

:c1r269.35

slo. oo
s20.30

f30.30

f948.91

I

r 14å

6

lo

t27t

l3

$550.48
t742.90

*1 ,295. SEl

i2t771. 03

$847.06'

3550.48
j742.90

1} 1r293.sEl

*21291.53

(f32.9â'

s550.4El
*742.90

:$1 ,293. 58

f2 ,59S. 05

Ê344.47 
'
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Entrrprlll ño.

Product-ion (Kgs)

Del i veri es

R"rr"rr,r"=
Sal es
Est.Final PaYment

tTotal Sales Revenuef

I'IPFS

ISales+Frei ght SubsidYJ

SILCFA Compensation

Total Revenues

Variable Costs
Ëuppl i es
Labor
Provi si ons
Transportati on
Ice
Fuel

Total
Variable Eosts

Semi-VariabIe Costs
Li cence
UIC

Total
Semi-Variable Costs

Gross
Operating Profit

(Loss)

Capi tal
Recovery Factor

Skiffs
l'lotors
Total

Total CIperating Costs

Net Operating Profit
(Loss)

+1 ,198.33
f687,83

f I r886. l6

J2L6.97

f2, 103. 13

j637 .69

s2 t74O.82

*2é5.46
fé53.60
f149. 86
fzåo. Ba
s90.96

t5B.2.24

t2roo3. oo

310. OO
f26.4L

f36.41

*7ot .4L

f550.48
t742.90

tl r 293.38

f3, 332. 7?

(j391.97)

14

2t75

23

:F1 ,2O2. 1B
f547. 05

jL r74g.2t

f40r.3B

f2,15O.5?

$900,73

tsro51.32

fl53. BO
j79r.20
f376.36
s368.49

fs- oo
f985.25

'}2r690. 
lO

f 10. oo
f25. 19

335.19

t336. 03

15

247s

15

:} I,758. 01
f845.75

32 t6O3.76

f354.26

t2r95B. 02

f9BB.73

j3 1946.75

'}2ó5.18f516. oo
f469. OB
f208.60
r5145.20

f1,26El.33

*2 1972.3?

f lo. oo
331. 87

+4L.87

r51rO32.49

16

2692

31

3t r7tB.42
3695. 85

f2r4t4.25

x473.69

t-2rBB7.94

fl,130.57

rF4rOlB-51

j272.68
l} 1 ,0å6.40j492.6t

j462.45
f 15E}. 16

xt 1242.27

j3r694.57

f 10. oo
f36.48

*46.48

j277.26

ts

1635

19

+550.4El
t742.90

l3 I,293.38

f4,ooB.67

(f957.55)

t0B _

f550.48
t7 42.90

f I r293.38

Ì4 t2O7.64

(f260- 89)

t550.48
x742.90

fl r 293.38

f5 r O34. 43

(f1rO16-12'



Entrrprlté ñÞ.

Production (Kgs)
:

Del i vtri es
:

Revenues
Eal es
Est.Final PaYment

tTotel Ealcs Revenuel

I'IPFS

t6eles+Frei ght Eubsi dYJ

BILCFA ComPensation

Total Revenues

Varieble trosts
Eìuppl i es
Labor
Provi si ons
Transportati on
Ice
FueI

Total
Vrri¡ble Eosts

Semi-Variable Costs
Li cence
UIC

Total
6¡mi -Vri abl c Costs

Gross
Opereting Profit

(Loss)

Crpi tal
Recovery Factor

Eki{fs
l'lotors
Total

Total Operating Costs

Net Operating Profit
(Loss )

L7

5705

26

j2 r31O.52
fBsB.45

r;5, I 68.?7

få98.90

33 tB67 .47

fl ,566.95

*5r454. 82

f656. ó5
f,E}94.40
j734.49
få48.99
t315.74
3551. 89

l}SrBOO. 16

f 10. oo
f44. 06

t54. Oå

f I ,5BO.60

1B

37o7

26

32,512.74
fBl5. s3

t3 | 126.27

j699.36

r13r825.63

tl ,5å7.43

l}5r395. 06

st,oo4.52
f894.40
f.62u..70
f'â49. L6
f513.97
f501.66

f3r984.21

fl0. oo
f44. 09

rF54. 09

'}lr354.76

l9

s916

31

t2 r3BO.27
t997.97

j3 1379.24

ré99. gB

t4 to7B.12

fl | 669. 5å

tã t747 .64

f?45. B1
f 1r06å.40

*379.99
f7L6. L2
f243.68
f961.55

i}4,513.55

rltO. OO
f43. 85

t55. 85

ft | 1Bo.28

20

4159

26

t3r375.63
Jt r9t9,42

f5,293. 05

f484. 34

t31777 .39

jt têIz.47

f7,389- 86

f510- 96
j1994.40
f561. 05
fâ59 .66
s238. 89

Jt r471. O1

f4,335.95

$10. oo
t55.90

t65.90

f2 ,9BB. O1

iÈ550.4El
x742.90

f1 r 295.58

f5, 1 47 .60

j287.22

f550.4El
t742.90

f 1,293.38

:}5r351.6El

f61.38

r09 _

f550.4El
x7 42.90

$1 r295.38

f5r860.7El

(f 113, lO)

f550.48
t74?.90

r31 | 293.39

f5,695. 25

:51 ,694.63



Enterprise no.

Productfon (Hgc)

Drl t vrrl r¡

Revenues
Sal es
Est.Final PaYment

lTotrl Erlrs Rlvrnurl

IIPFS

tBrl es+Frci ght Bubsi dYJ

SILCFA ComPensation

Total Revenues

Variable Eosts
6uppl i es
Labor
Provi si ons
Transportati on
Ice
Fuel

Total
Variable Costs

Semi-Variable Costs
Li cense
UIC

Total
Semi-Variable Costs

Gross
Operating Profit

(Loss )

trapi tal
Recovery Factor

Bki{fs
llotors
TotaI

Total Operating Costs

Net Operating Profit
(Loss)

2t

44ã5

42

t?t7o[.06
f1r369.85

t4, o7o. 91

t742.Og

f4 | B 12.?9

$1 ,839.68

J6 1é.5.2.67

3634. OB
f1r444.BO
$t 1367.7L

3305. BB
t910. 85

i4 r663.32

f 10. oo
f51 .52

f61.52

jt 1927.B3

22

4B9T

54

*3 t327 .66
it ,239.67

*4,587.35

f850.21

r55,457. 54

f2,o63.27

f7r5OO.81

f936.41
r}1 , 1å9. êO

f491 - 16
*944.07
f59El.14
f910.26

t41749.64

tlo. oo
361.30

f71.30

j2 rÉ.79 .87

23

1?72 .

SS

24

a'1Fra

3B

,F3r3O5. 11
3L ré6t .69

t4 r 966. BO

+857,39

r;5f 8O4,19

t2 | 123.97

37r93O. 16

3605.31
:¡1r3O7.20

f894.23
f933.38
3335,91

$1,341.55

:05,415.38

rc10. oo
f58.93

*68.93

f2,445. 85

j2 rBOT .5L
xt 1787.78

t4 1395.29

t799.39

f5r594. êB

*L t929.4â

*7 1324 - 16

$342.62
r}1 ,155.20

*789. L9
fBo9. 04
$274. tt

f1 ,1 44.22

:}4 ,494, 5B

*10. oo
f54.65

f64.65

i2 r7 6=. t3

s550.48
t742.90

¡1 ,293. 38

f6rola.22
f634.45

f550.4E}
j742.90

fl ,293. 38

f6,1 14.32

fl ,3El6.49

tl-0

15550.48
*742.90

r} I f 293.58

f5,852. 41

tt r47 L,75

$550.48
j742,90

31 ,293. 3Ë}

x61777 .69

r31r 152.47



Entrrprl¡l no.

Production (Kgs)

Del i veri eg

Revenues
Sal es
Est.Final PaYment

tTotal Sales Revenuel

l''IPFS

tErIes+Frei ght SubsidYJ

SILCFA ComPensation

Total Revenues

Variable Costs
Buppl i es
Labor
Provi si ons
Transportati on
Ice
Fuel

TotaI
Variable Eosts

Semi-Variable Costs
Li cence
UIC

Total
Semi-Variable Costs

6ross
Operating Profit

( Loss )

Capi taI
Recovery Factor

Ekiffs
llotors
Total

Total Operating Costs

Net Operating Profit
(Loss )

23

é,642

?s

f3rB2B.70
tL r219.90

35rO4B.60

jL t297.52

t6r336. 12

t2 t898. 44

:39 | 234.56

3720. 96
t79L.20
j974.66

*r. rL71.45
*425,24
*759.35

+4 rB42,86

f 10. oo
f55.54

$65.54

:34r326. 16

26

Bss7

42

f5r312.25
*l 1794.9t
j7 rLO7. t4

f1,5El4.15

¡B têgt.29

f3, é46. 5å

fl2r337.65

$1,O48.41
fl ,444. BO

fB,62.39
tt r46t.24

+4?5.60
fl,848.43

i7 r160.B7

f 10. oo
t79.AO

fB9. BO

f5r086. ?B

27

B4g3

47

*3t194.73
jt r974.56

t7 rtê9.3t

$1 ,514.20

$B,6El3. 51

t3 1667.29

tt?t35O.79

f785.1é
s1 ,ê1å. BO

J473.25
f 1 ,5O3. 01

f500. oB
t1 ,199. 13

j6ro77.43

f10- oo
*é6. O2

t76. 02

*6r197.34

2e

1 1556

31

$8,126.35
t2 ,8é2. 05

$1O,9BB, 40

:}1 r984.96
jt? t973.36
j4 196U .99

jt7 1934.35

t2 rB9O.20
$1 ,0ó6.40
:}1 ,5O9. éB
tl,995.54

11876,50
r}1r842.52

:F 1O r 1BO. 44

:110. oo
J92.66

*toz.66

+7 rést.25

*550.4El
j742.90

:}l ,293. 3E}

x6 tzOL.7A

t5 | o32. 7El

f550.4El
i742.90

*1 ,293.3E}

38 ,544. 05

:33, 793. 60

- lll-

$550.48
J7 42.90

31 ,293.sEl

:37,446. 85

f4,9O3. 96

$550.4E}
J742.90

$1 ,295.38

f1 1 ,57é .44

'-61357,87



Appendix B

ÀSSUMED INTEREST RATES ÀND OBSERVED EXPENDITURES
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8..1 : Observed Expenditures

Year + Season

Summer 1 983

Southern Indian

181 ,144 kgs. *

$.5615 =

çi19,827

Outlying Lakes

151,177 kgs. *

A ¿-¿.1 =

s66 ,669

hlinter 1984 6+ ,208 kgs. *

$.i54 =

$9,888

Sumrner 1984 253,798 kgs. *

$.484 =

fi122,838

1 62 ,407 kgs. *

$.835 -

fi135,772

hrinter 1984 32,783 kgs. *

fi.374 =

$12,261

Summer 1 985 247 t814 kgs *

$.484 =

119,942

258,995 kgs. *

$.83 $ =

9216 ,520

Total $803,717
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B.2z Assumed Interest Rates

Month/Year Interest Rate

6/s3 9.0

7 /83 9.0

8 /83 9.0

e/83 9.0

10/83 9.0

11/83 9.0

12/83 9.0

1/84 9.0

2/84 9.0

3/84 9.0

4/84 9.5

5/84 1 0.0

e/e+ 10.5

7 /84 11.5

8/84 r t.)

e/s4 1i.5

10/84 11 .25

11/84 10.5

12i84 9.75

1 /85 9.25

2/85 9.25

3/Bs OR

4/e5 9.0

5/85 8.75

6/85 8.5
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7 /85 8.5

B/s5 8.5

e/85 8.25

1o/85 8.0

11/85 8.0

12//85 8.0

1 /86 9.0

2/86 10.5

3/86 10.5

4/86 9.75

5/86 9.00

6/86 8.5
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8.3: Remittance of Compensation Settlement

The payment of the compensation to the SILCFA took place
over the- period May 9 1983 to February 21 1984. The
assumption used in the analysis comparing the current
balanèe expected under observed subsidy payments and the
actual repoited balance was that the SILCFÀ began deriving
interest revenues on the ful1 amount of the settl-ement on
June 1, 1983. This assumption is borne out by fact that
atthough the largest portion of the settlernent waS not
actualiy transfered to the SILCFA until February 1984 the
AssociaLion did receive interest revenues on the settlement
from June 1,1983. The foIJ-owing is taken from the Agreement
between Manitoba Hydro and the SILCFÀ;

The sum of $250,000.00 as an advance payment
which was paid on or about MaY 9, 1983;

The sum of $200,000.00 as an advance payment
which was paid on or about September 23, 198

on account

on account
J¡

¡ The sum oi $68,858.60 being interest upon
fi2,275,000.00, having been calculated at the rate of
9.5 percent per annum from June 1, 1983' compounded
monthly until September ?3, 1983, to be paid within 10
days of there having been obtained a Final Order as
referred to in paragraph 12 hereinafter.

I nterest upon the sum of $68 ,858. 60 caLcul-ated at the
rate of 9.5 percent per annum from Septembet 23, 1983,
compounded mónthly, until payment has been made, within
1 O âays of there having been obtained a Final Order as
referred to in paragraph 12 hereinafter -

The balance of $2,075,000.00 together with interest
thereon at the rate of 9.5 percent per annum from
September 23, 1983, compounded monthly, until payment
has been made, within 10 of there having been obtained
a Final Order as referred to in paragraph 12
hereinafter.
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